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ABOUT THIS
EDITION

This is a self-published compendium 
of studies, which brings together 
different papers elaborated by 

Mexican students and researchers, fo-
cused in the studies of Japanese subcul-
tures. The aim of this compendium is to 
introduce the work and perspectives of 
each author, to a wider public. 

This compendium was prepared to be 
distributed at “The 1st International 
Conference on Manga & Anime World 
Network”, to be held on June 1 and June 
2, 2012, at Kobe University, Japan, and 
was edited by the “Circle of Studies on 
Japanese Subculture” (CESJM). 
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The antagonism that the words 
“Historieta” (“Strip”), “Cómic” and 
“Manga” stirred among the first 

groups dedicated to the production of 
independent magazines (amateur) in 
Mexico’s fandom, describes the conflict 
that existed in the interior of such groups, 
between different projects of “sub” 
cultural identity, and a constant reference 
to the idealization of a Mexican cultural 
identity, fruit of nationalism. In this essay 
a brief description of the origin of con-
ventions, fanzines, and other activities 
that the fans in Mexico City practiced in 
the decade of 1990 is presented, and the 
activity of some of those aficionados in 
the search for finding a means of expres-
sion “of their own” through the means 
of cultural appropriation if the fandom 
is pondered upon. This conflict can be 
reflected on the strong arguments that 
are generated in the fandom’s interior by 
the expression “Mexican Manga”.  

Anime, Conventions and 
Fanzines
TENSIONS AmONGST THE FANDOm 
AND THE SEARCH FOR CULTURAL 
IDENTITy IN MExICAN ANIME-FANDOM

Alvaro David Hernández Hernández
Kobe University
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1. Introduction

In this essay the Anime-Fandom is 
comprehensive as a group of aficionados 
and consumers of anime and japanese 
subculture, like video games , J-Pop, re-
lated amongst them by the liking of these 
media and the sharing of institutions and 
practices in relation to the consumption 
of these same media between them. 
Events like conventions are paradigmatic 
examples of these institutions and the 
practices exerted in the events, like the 
sale of doujinshi, fanzines, independent 
magazines (amateur) manga styled, or 
the realization of cosplay are examples 
of their practices. Hence, the Anime-
Fandom in México can be understood 
as a social phenomena that adapts its 
consumption, the institutions and the 
practices of the fandom to the local con-
text and everyday life of its members.  
The fandom in México, however, is not 
“a” single fandom. No group of fans could 
be completely coherent with itself. This 
agglutinates groups and individuals with 
similar taste in the majority of cases but 
in others divergent, and sometimes even 
contradictory. None the less, before a 
possible divergence in the cultural con-
sumption, some of the spaces, institu-
tions and practices are often shared. The 
conventions, events with a festive air in 
which these groups are gathered periodi-
cally, have played an important role in 
the formation and the cohesion of these 
groups, and since in these events groups 
with affinity and divergence converge, 
they have also played an important role 
in the transformation, diversification and 

dispersion of the fandom.  
However, the probable differences in 
the cultural consumption of the fandom 
(Manga, Anime, Video Games, Super 
Hero comics, Science Fiction, Amateur 
comics, Epic Fantasy, K-Pop, J-Pop, Mexi-
can Rock, Cosplay, Card Games (trading 
card games) for example “Pokémon”, 
“Yu-Gi-Oh!”, “Magic: The Gathering”, 
RPG’s, etc), all of its genres share a 
fundamental fact. The majority of cases 
are understood by its aficionados as part 
of a minority within the great aspect of 
cultural goods at the media’s disposition. 
These topics and selected & differentiat-
ed assets are carefully set apart from the 
rest of the “dominant” mainstream, can 
be understood by lack of a better word, 
as part of the “subculture”.

 In this essay one of the lines that give 
origin to this phenomenon in Mexico is 
presented in three factors. 1) The boom 
of anime in Mexican television and the 
growing interest in Japanese subculture 
(consumption). 2) The birth of Comic 
shops, conventions and fanzines1 , as well 
as the other “independent” magazines 
(institutions). 3) The uprising of activities 
such as proselytism and the diffusion of 
the contents of the subculture as well as 
the recreation activities, that uphold the 
institutions above mentioned (prac-
tices). These activities of proselytism are 
understood as a type of practice amongst 
many others more defined by the com-
mon characteristic of being a specific 
consumption practice, of interpretation 
and of production, but differentiated in 
the important fact that they cannot be 

1 Fanzines, according to Jenkins (1992a), can be understood as institutions of inter-
pretation.
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considered directly as practices of ap-
propriation. 
In Mexico City, the budding of these three 
factors and the fandom that is born from 
its interaction can be localized in the first 
half of the decade of 1990, stimulated 
by the void that the old Mexican comic 
strip left as it decayed as a popular media 
amongst the young. The formation of 
these fandom obeys without doubt to the 
relation of multiple elements, however in 
this paper the role that was played and 
is still played by the imaginary construc-
tion of the Mexican cultural identity are 
reflected upon briefly. Above all the one 
called “independent media” (amateur 
magazines) which with their practices 
and institutions has formed part of the 
heart of the fandom in México. With base 
in these characteristics of the Mexican 
fandom, the essay explores the conflict 
between two ideals in contradiction: the 
ideal of the fandom, which prioritizes 
its object of consumption regardless of 
its activities of appropriation and the 
ideal of the search for a cultural identity 
through these same appropriation activi-
ties. 
This perspective is justified as the ele-
ments are considered as follows: 
1) The strong Mexican nationalism and 
the idealization on a unified national 
culture.
2) The strong influence of massive com-
munication media in the construction of 
such an ideal as well as in the formation 
of the new subcultures. Here is proper to 
remark the role played by Mexican com-
ics in the cultural integration of Mexican 
urban communities on the first half of 
the XX century. 
3) The fact that the most of the cultural 
goods consumed by the fandom in Mé-

xico, come from out of the country, in this 
case, the United States and Japan. So as 
the antagonizing role in which the strong 
American cultural industries come in 
contact with the imagination of Mexican 
cultural nationalism, is added Japan’s and 
anime influence, adding the opposition 
“oriental-occidental” (to which Koreas 
has recently integrated), in the contradic-
tive media of the mass-mediatic minority. 
This tensions are expressed in multi-
ple manners in the conflicts within the 
fandom (or of the fandoms) and on its 
outside (with the great majority that 
are unknowing of the fandom). Among 
the ones that edited fanzines, published 
independent magazines, and organized 
conventions in the decade of 1990, these 
tensions were reflected in the conflictive 
relationship between historieta, comic 
and manga.   

This essay is an intent to interpret the 
first movements of the fandom in México 
as an example of those tensions. Comic 
Stores, fanzines, conventions and inde-
pendent magazines are understood here 
as institutions and spaces of interaction 
that played an Important role in gestating 
a contradictory project of “sub” cultural 
identity agglutinating groups with differ-
ent interests, motivations and origins. 
The focus is however, partial, based in 
the author’s personal experience, who 
participated in “fanzines” about anime 
and independent magazines since 1995, 
and the field work realized between the 
years of 2007 y 20092. This essay is then 
only a reflection about the facets of a 
complex phenomena which is in constant 
transformation, as the anime fandom in 
Mexico is. 
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2. The Rise of Anime fandom in Mexico
The Consumption 

The anime fandom as a social phenom-
ena amongst the youth of Mexico city 
has its origins in the great rise that anime 
had in Mexican television in the first half 
of the  1990 decade, with the broadcast 
transmission on television of the series 
“Saint Seiya”, “Dragon Ball” and “Bishōjo 
Senshi Sailor Moon”. These series 
enjoyed great success mostly amongst 
the young, students of junior and high 
school. Whom in their child hood had 
watched other japanese series broadcast-
ed in Mexico on the decade of 1970, such 
as “Jungle Taitei”, “Ribon no Kishi”, “Tet-
suwan Atomu”, and others transmitted 
since the decade of 1980, como “Haha o 
Tazunete Sanzenri”, “Candy Candy” and 
“Hello! Sandybell”, among many. 
From the television broadcasting in the 
decade of 1990 in Mexico, the one for 
children was the second most important 
with 52 titles against 58 dedicated to 
shows with an informative cut, (Tous-
saint, 2007) and of Mexico’s total pro-
gramming Japan occupied the third place 
of country of origin for the shows, in a 
list lead by Mexico first and United States 
as second. Role ensured by Japan for the 
“broadcasting of animated cartoons of 
the anime saga” alone. (Huerta, 2000:63).

The fandom and its institutions

In México, this rise in anime consumption 
was side by side with the fandom’s birth. 

Which can be located, at least in Mexico 
City from 1992, supported by the conflu-
ence of a rush between the American 
comic industry, the opening of stores 
specialized in comics and American sub-
culture by the fans of it and the activities 
of some youths who tried to revitalize 
Mexican comics through the creation of 
amateur magazines with American comic 
influences. Here is possible to understand 
the decadence in popularity of historieta 
(Mexican comic strips) among the youth 
as a motor which boosted the search for 
new consumer media and expression 
such as comic and manga, setting the 
base of activities for a group of Young 
people who started the first conventions 
in Mexico and edited the first fanzines, 
institutions which, along with the comic 
specialized stores, were the centers in the 
formation of the fandom in México city 
during the decade of 1990. 
The first stores in Mexico city specialized 
in comics and American subculture were 
founded since 1992 (“Comics S.A.” and 
the following year “Comicastle”, followed 
by “La Casa de la Caricatura”) and served 
as centers of gathering for the Young 
who identified with the same hobby, 
helping to consolidate the first small 
communities of fans, centered in genres 
such as super hero comics, underground, 
science fiction, epic fantasy, and Mexican 
historieta, amongst others. By means 
of these stores too, came into Mexico 
some of the anime titles that would later 
be made famous by television, many of 
which were copied and distributed in VHS 

2 Mainly surveys realized in the convention denominated TNT, and interviews made 
to different aficionados participating in these events, as well as some organizers of 
said events and professional drawing artists of comics and amateur, and some per-
sons that were involved in the first activities of the fandom ion the decade of 1990.
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format among the fans. One of the most 
popular series among those circles of 
aficionados at that time was “Ranma 1/2” 
among other works by Rumiko Takahashi, 
arrived to Mexico through the hands of 
anime fandom already existing in the 
United States3.
 From this groups that gathered in comic 
stores came in 1994 what would probably 
be the first “fanzines” about anime in 
México (“Animanga”, “Domo”, and later 
“Plan B”). These magazines, edited by 
fans, came before the great demand of 
a new audience that was not satisfied by 
the offer given by television. The content 
in these magazines used to be of informa-
tive nature made by articles about anime 
and Japanese culture. Resumes of series 
and movies, in a time in which was hard 
to get and gather this information other-
wise. The magazine “Animanga” also had 
a section of amateur original comic in 
manga style. 
That same year as a result also from the 
activity of those groups of aficionados 
come the first comic conventions in Mex-
ico; “La Feria de la Historieta”, an event 
inaugurated in a university’s auditorium, 
oriented mainly to Mexican comic and 
the independent media (amateur), and 
the “ConQue” (Convención Quetzalcóatl), 
celebrated in a convention center (First 
celebrated in the cultural art center “Poli-
forum cultural Siqueiros”) was oriented 
at comic and which tried to emulate the 
famous convention in San Diego.
Here it’s important to remark that the 

fandom comes to be in Mexico emulat-
ing the institutions of American fandom 
and the conventions procured to include 
conference panels, projection and work 
presentations, spaces to gather creators 
and fans together, besides the sale of the 
subculture’s products that were hard to 
gain Access to in the Mexican market. All 
that was centered mainly in the sub-
cultures in which the American fandom 
focused, such as superhero comics, 
underground comics, science fiction and 
epic fantasy, subcultures in which anime 
was a minority. This fandom belonged to 
an urban class in average medium high 
educated, that used to consume its prod-
ucts in English. However the anime boom 
in television extended its audience to a 
massive level, filling the spaces created 
by the former fandom, of a new fandom 
of young anime lovers that would end up 
displacing the old groups in a progres-
sive manner, mainly those centered in 
amateur storytelling and comic. 
This transition can be seen reflected on 
the rise of events like “La Mole”, started 
in 1996 and which son enhanced the 
presence of Cosplay and its emphasis on 
the sale of products related to anime, as 
well as the birth in the year 2000 of “La 
TNT”, a “convention” planned since its or-
igin more like a “manga and anime festi-
val” distancing from the model proposed 
by the “ConQue”. In equal measure, the 
death of the ConQue in the year of 2001 
can be understood as the symbol of the 
end of a stage in the Mexican fandom. 

3 Leonard (2005) describes the activities of anime-fandom in United States, similar 
in many elements to the mexican. This can be explained by the direct connection 
that existed among some of the founders of the comic specialized stores in mexico 
whom travelled frequently to United States probably having direct contact with 
some of the fan groups described by Leonard. 
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The practices of proselytism

Before the rise of anime in Mexico the 
Young aficionados to it dedicated long 
hours and great efforts to diffuse activi-
ties with the explicit intent to increase 
the quantity of members in their groups 
and apply pressure on the television 
networks for the transmission of more 
Japanese series. Such was the case of 
“Sailor Moon”. Their activities were 
concentrated in anime projections in 
schools and universities and they came 
to promote festivals in movie projecting 
halls like the “Cineteca Nacional”, where 
titles like “Akira”, “Macross Plus”, “Wings 
of Honneamise” (Oneamisu no Tsubasa), 
and “Kamui no Ken”, were shown among 
others. The foundation of the “fanzines”, 
was part of this activity of proselytism, 
broadening the influence the stores had 
in the formation from local communities, 
to more ample communities of readers 
who would eventually meet in stores or 
conventions. It must be highlighted that 
those fanzines functioned more like an 
information media and fandom diffusion 
and their tastes and did not contain fan-
fictions. 
The proselytism activities focused in a 
moment of noting that anime was not an 
inherently childish media, underlining its 
aesthetic character and its complex nar-
rative, turned with the advent of the rise 
of anime in Mexican television in a hard 
battle against the criticisms of some of 
the opinion leaders in massive communi-
cation media. Groups of teachers, parents 
or religious leaders that saw anime as a 
“foreign evil” (japanese) that filled televi-
sion with violence and sex, and induced 
the Young to unwanted activities or even 
criminal ones. 

As well the displacement the comic fan-
dom suffered and the internal divisions 
between the different groups of anime 
aficionados, turned the fanzines into 
important weapons and the conventions 
into battle fields, among different groups 
and factions of the fandom.  

3. The “Independent Media”. Amateur 
Magazines, Historietas, Comics and 
Manga. 

 Into the fandom and its activities the one 
frequently called “independent media” 
exerted and still does exert an important 
influence, and can be considered one of 
the activities that reflects the contradic-
tion in the fandom, which prioritizes its 
object of consumption, and the search 
for a cultural identity among the young, 
by the same means of the fandom. 
 In brief outlines, the “independent 
media” is referring to the communication 
media that does not belong to any given 
company or organism formally constitut-
ed. Among the fandom of the 1990 dec-
ade, this media was mainly self financed 
publications. Although in the majority 
of cases, the principal objective of these 
magazines was expressed under terms of 
an “ideal” and not an economic benefit, 
in other words they were produced by 
and for the pleasure of doing them (a 
commonly appointed characteristic in 
the fandom productions), in the context 
of communication media in Mexico, the 
fact that these media are “independents” 
usually point out, not to a media pro-
duced by love or liking, but for a media 
that would guarantee a kind of “free” 
expression, without political or economi-
cal (and probably cultural) restrictions, 
making it a kind of highly ideal means of 
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expression.  
This must be understood in the context 
of mass communication media history in 
Mexico4, and the struggles and political 
and social conflicts mainly from half of 
the XIX century. Where can be remarked 
the particular influence that this graphic 
expression had, in a country mainly 
comprised of, back then, a multilingual 
illiterate people. In the Mexican fandom 
of late XX century, the political ideal of 
the independent media converged with 
the interests of the groups that within 
the fandom, struggled to defend their 
activities and hobbies, expressing them in 
“ideals” and “manifests”. The fanzine as 
was written above, had an important role 
in the inner and outer struggles of the 
fandom, its inscribed within this context, 
and the historieta, comic and manga 
retake from it its ideal of free expression 
in the search of an aesthetic identity. 
Evidently this means of independent 
expression precedes the fandom, and 
is not limited to it; however both have 
maintained a narrow relationship. Since 
the decade of 1980, different groups that 
dedicated to the independent production 
of historieta, used to have influence from 
other currents of the American comic, 
and frequently called its magazines “in-
dependent comic”. These same groups of 
enthusiasts are part of those that settle 
the first stores and conventions and have 
a close relationship with the birth of the 
fandom in Mexico. However their ac-
tivities and publications often came into 
conflict with the nature of the fandom. 
For example, many of the independ-
ent magazines in Mexico empathized 

the need to look for economic benefit, 
though even if it was more or less under-
stood as a necessary means to defend the 
existence of the space for free expres-
sion. Many of the event, convention and 
cultural festival organizers that shared 
the fandom as well as editors or artists, 
(which in many cases was the same per-
son) of independent magazines argued 
long hours about the ideals that should 
be looking after their efforts. In this argu-
ments, the conflict between to defend 
the fandom, (which in many cases would 
mean defending the love for foreign 
cultural expressions like comic or manga), 
to defend a nationalist ideal of expression 
(which used to highlight the aesthetic 
value of the historieta comic strip and 
the Mexican popular graphic tradition), 
to defend the search for a “new” style of 
“original” expression (which finally con-
cord with the nationalist pride at being 
a “Mexican original” expression), or to 
defend the complete freedom of expres-
sion, without minding criteria defined 
a priori, and leave all to an “audience’s 
choice” (what in many cases would mean 
to defend the fandom again, since this 
context of expressions like the  “doujin-
shi” or the “mexican manga” could be 
justified) was always a topic of unending 
debate. The proliferation of small conven-
tions and similar events, independent 
magazines stores and spaces (besides 
strictly personal conflicts) in many cases 
obeyed mainly to the split of groups gen-
erated by the difference in opinion about 
those ideals.  

4. Historieta, Cultural Identity and Fan-

4 Mainly with reference on Aguilar & Portal (1992), Aurrecoechea & Bartra (1988), 
and Fernandez (1986).
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dom in Mexico 

Several interpretations exist but in gen-
eral the “fandom” can be understood as 
part of a mass culture, born from the dy-
namics of a consumer society, on which 
the consumption of cultural commodities 
(texts) that belong to a popular culture 
is a determinant element. From an 
optimistic point of view, it has also been 
described as a culture of “resistance” in 
which the “fans” build their own culture 
or cultural identity within the field of the 
“subculture”, forming a conjunction of 
institutions and group practices that form 
a nucleus of what can be understood 
as a “community”5 . From here can be 
noted that nonetheless the activities of 
“appropriation” of the fandom, this is a 
subordinated cultural strategy, since it 
can be defined by its relationship with its 
object of consumption. In other words 
to be a fan, is to be “fan(atic) of some-
thing”. Without its prey, the community 
of textual poachers that Jenkins describes 
would die of starvation. 
To talk of the fandom in México is neces-
sary to point out that many of the ele-
ments that make part of the general idea 
of fandom have a conflictive relation-
ship with the socio historic and cultural 
mexican context. In particular words like 

“mass culture” and “popular culture” 
must be understood by the light of the 
rise of mexican nationalism, where the 
“masses”, are understood as an urban 
phenomena in the aftermath of the revo-
lution of 1910, coming from a pluriethnic 
and pluricultural agglutinated under a 
project of national identity that exults the 
pride for a “popular culture” autochtho-
nous and traditional.
The Mexican Comic, whose ghost exerts a 
strong influence in many of the fandom’s 
activities, played an important part in the 
construction and dissemination of that 
cultural identity and a “national” aes-
thetic in the first half of the XX century6. 
The comic was of particular importance 
among the urban groups of middle and 
low class, that in Mexico city’s and other 
urban center’s case were formed in their 
majority by former farmers or members 
of diverse ethnics that had been mobi-
lized by the fighting of the revolution. 
These masses had lost their land and 
community of origin and migrated to the 
cities in search of a new space of integra-
tion. The project of nation built after the 
revolution emphasized the integration 
of these masses through public teaching 
and alphabetization, however this alpha-
betizing work brought in consequence, 
not the increase on printing of books or 

5 In this essay, the following authors and works are taken as reference for the 
theoretical concept of fandom: Fiske (1992; 2011), Jenkins (1992a; 1992b), Lewis 
(1992), Abercrombie & Longhurst (1998), Hills (2002), Sandvoss (2007; 2005a; 
2005b) and Gray & Harrington (2007). It must be noted that thought these authors 
are not part of a consensus as for many of the theoretic details about the fandom, 
they share in general sources and coherent perspectives among them.

6 The following authors are references on mexican cartoons and comic strips “his-
torietas”: Aurrecoechea & Bartra (1988; 1993), Camacho Morfin (1993), y Herner 
(1979).
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newspapers, but the historieta boom. 
(Aurrecoechea & Bartra 1988). 
The popular role of this “popular culture” 
however must not be understood only 
as a Project built only from the edu-
cated elites. As is pointed by one of the 
founders of the Mexican comic, Ramón 
Valdiosera7, as well as authors like Aur-
recoechea & Bartra (1993), the artists 
and writers that brought forth and took 
this media to its great stage belonged to 
the same popular classes and mirrored 
in their works the tastes, anguishes and 
desires of that same class. So in the case 
of the historieta it can be affirmed that, 
in the construction of a cultural identity, 
the needs of integration of the popular 
urban class and the Project of a nation-
alist government that looked to unify a 
country divided by cultural differences of 
ethnic and class, coincided. 
The historieta of the decade of 1930 was 
a true massive industry indeed, dedicated 
to the publishing and distribution in all 
the country and some other countries in 
Latin America, of an immense number 
of comic books, some of them of daily 
edition. This massive success is owed in 
great measure to the close relationship 
that the historieta had with the popular 
construct of the imagined of the Mexican 
identity in the first half of the XX century. 

Following Anderson (1991) and the use 
(though secondary) made of him in some 
studies in “fan cultures” like Hills (2002) 
and Abercrombie & Longhurst (1998)8, 

can be described a simile between the 
fandom and the imaginary construc-
tion of a nation state. Leaving aside for 
a moment the numerous, obvious and 
important existing differences between 
both, the fandom and the national states, 
shapes “imagined communities” in which 
the cultural consumption (newspapers 
novels history books, strips, comics or 
mangas) is a strong reference for the con-
struction of said community. Through this 
probably risky analogy, I want to point 
out the double role of the historieta in its 
contribution in the cultural construction 
of the identity. For on the one hand, the 
historieta has contributed to the project 
of the “cultural” identity of the mexican 
national state, and on the other hand, in 
the project of “sub” cultural identity of 
the fandom in México. This double role, 
sometimes complimentary and some-
times contradictory, keeps exerting an 
important force in the imagined identity 
of the Mexican fandom, influence that 
makes itself patent when proofing the 
divergent reactions that generate from 
within the fandom the union of two 
words that for many seem “essentially” 
incompatibles : “Mexican Manga”.

5. “Mexican Manga”. The conflict in the 
fandom for the cultural identity through 
the aesthetique expression. 

The expression “Mexican Manga” often 
is problematic, since while for reasons 
of cultural differences, technical aspects, 

7 Interviews performed in April 3 and 5, 2008.

8 Though not about the topic of “fandom”, the influence of J. B. Thompson (1995) 
and his studies about mass communication media and the symbolic construction 
of identity and community has to me mentioned.
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or simply reasons of terminology, some 
defend it’s impossible that a Mexican can 
do manga, others express their fervent 
wish to make it possible or support the 
so self-denominated publication. Without 
discussing the details or the validity of 
the arguments, the interest here, is in the 
opinions poured over this topic seem to 
lie down the idea of an essential iden-
tity, which joins a determined cultural 
expression to a determined social group 
(this last one commonly understood as an 
ethnic/cultural unity), a very characteris-
tic idea in the nationalist construction of 
the state. 
This discussion about the cultural identity 
of the independent productions of comic 
magazines or manga in México has been 
subject to innumerable debates amongst 
the groups belonging to the fandom, 
since its beginnings and until now, debate 
which it has been pointed out, concerns 
in particular to the “independent media”. 
This media maintains in many cases an 
ambiguous and problematic relationship 
with the fandom by building up and shar-
ing many of its institutions and practices, 
from which are précised in part for sur-
vival and, nonetheless to experiment at 
the same time the need of setting radical 
distinction with the fandom’s ideals to 
be able to exercise their ideal of cultural 
identity through the search of and origi-
nal aesthetique expression. 
Numerous movements that search for 
the “resurgence” of Mexican comic with 
groups of artists and creators that on 
their own have too organized conven-
tions and founded magazines, often de-

fend strongly the idea of cultural identity, 
and in most cases clearly distinguish their 
activities and creation from the ones 
of the fandom. However, there are also 
many small groups of enthusiastic artists 
that show up in the events and conven-
tions, that keep expressing the same idea 
of being “searching for a new expression 
of their own”, not caring if it is through 
“Doujinshi”, or independent9 comic, 
graphic story or manga, or historieta. 
However, though some of these groups 
have lasted a few years, the majority are 
ephemeral. 
One of the principal characteristics of 
the fandom is to “appropriate” its object 
of consumption, which means to recon-
struct and adapt it to the everyday life 
of its communities. The problem the 
Mexican fandom faces is, while focused 
in North American and Japanese cultural 
goods, when its object of consumption 
comes in direct contradiction, not only 
with daily life elements of culture, social 
values, costumes, etc., but with a strong 
cultural nationalism. In this case, “to 
appropriate” the object of consumption 
through the creative activities of the fan-
dom, can signify to destroy it completely 
So, if based on Jenkins and Fiske can be 
affirmed that the appropriation of the 
text is the creative force that shapes the 
fandom through its institutions, those 
same creative activities of appropriation 
and interpretation can signify not only to 
take a “critical distance” (Jenkins) from 
the text, but the constant danger of in-
volve the destruction of the original text. 
The cultural nationalism in Mexico makes 

9 In the interviews done in 2008 to the groups of independent magazines that 
showed up in the convention “TNT “, the same tendency could be seen present 
since the last decade. 
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this problem evident with the contradic-
tory reactions the expression “Mexican 
Manga” provokes. 

6. Conclusion

The course of the fandom’s birth in Mé-
xico, in which many an important role has 
been played by the belligerence between 
groups and factions that integrate it, as 
well as the proselytism pointed above 
is tinted in these contradictions. It can 
be affirmed that in general, the distinct 
expressions of the fandom in Mexico do 
not escape the power of nationalism, 
facing (the fandom) the contradiction of 
embracing a culture that recognizes as 
alien and to justify it as an expression of 
its own. 
The fandom has been here described 
by the integration of three elements; 
Consumption, Institutions and Practices. 
As pointed out in the process of forma-
tion of the anime-fandom in México, the 
anime “boom” in the television had a de-
terminant role. However is fundamental 
to remark that the fandom and its institu-
tions are not made directly from the in-
fluence of anime, but of the convergence 
between groups of independent comics 
(historieta) and the fandom of American 
subculture, from which they import their 
institutions. 
The argument exposed in this essay puts 
under the light the fact that in the fan-
dom, the construction of institutions and 
practices is necessarily subordinated to 
the cultural consumption. If the fandom 
is understood as one more strategy for 
the construction of a community through 
the buildup of a determined cultural 
identity, then it have great importance 
to point out the contradiction that in 

the case of Mexico, comes along with 
the fandom’s subordinated nature, in 
the context of a “cultural identity” built 
from different poles of reference. These 
are; the one represented by the ideal 
construction of cultural (and aesthetical) 
nationalism, and the poles of the subcul-
ture, may it be American, or Japanese, 
that come in conflict with this ideal. 
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The concept of intercultural hybridi-
zation is emphasized in the analysis 
of youth cultures. This supposes a 

game of transactions characterized, ac-
cording to García Canclini by “the break-
down and mixing of the collections which 
organize cultural systems, the deter-
ritorialization of symbolic processes and 
the expansion of impure genres” (García, 
1990: 264). Consequently, the process 
of hybridization makes evident a pecu-
liar and local adoption of global cultural 
forms.  This hybridism, a concept which 
Burke considers “crazily elastic” would 
be the consequence of the interaction 
between the diverse worlds which are 
relating to each other, as well as to other 
socio-historic processes such as imitation, 
appropriation, accommodation, negotia-
tion and cultural translation (Burke, 2010: 
94).

THE YAOI WORLD BETWEEN 
LOVE AND 
EROTICISM
ImAGINARIES, vISIONS AND READINGS 
AmONGST YOUNG mExICANS2

Olivia Domínguez Prieto1
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    This paper, starting from the concept of 
hybridization, attempts to explore how 
a group of young women in Mexico City 
have adopted the Japanese subculture 
Otaku. In particular we will describe and 
analyze how diverse imaginaries are con-
figured through yaoi literature, consider-
ing those meeting points, permanent or 
temporary, which permit their coming 
together. 

    The so called Global Era has demonstrat-
ed, in addition to the effects caused by 
the concentration and unequal distri-
bution of capital which has highlighted 
profoundly the domination and polariza-
tion amongst nations, an ability to act as 
a vehicle for diffusion of local experiences 
whose assimilation in other contexts 
implies an incorporation of internal and 
external elements. Consumption has 
become one of the principal keys for 
understanding many contemporary social 
processes. For Carmen Bueno and Steffan 
Ayora there are many questions to be 
formulated regarding the goods of global 
consumption. We can ask how they are 
produced, what defines their global 
value, what social agents distribute them, 

how they are transformed through time, 
what value the consumer attributes to 
them and how consumption can impact 
in the generation of new identities (Bue-
no and Ayora, 2010: 10). These questions 
may serve as a guide for understanding 
young people attached to Otaku3, bearers 
and consumers of a product of Japanese 
origin which today has been globalized 
and expanded to otherwise remote 
countries. 

   In the eighties Otaku spread beyond the 
limits of Japan to extend right around 
the world, first through television series, 
then comic strips, Nintendo games and, 
towards the end of the following decade, 
through Internet. Virtual space, taking 
advantage of the immediacy of informa-
tion flows, has become the principal 
meeting point for fandom from numer-
ous countries through the configuration 
of virtual communities. These not only 
share interests and knowledge about 
the diverse modalities of Otaku, but 
also participate actively in this paral-
lel fantasy world through the design of 
stories, personalities, disguises, draw-
ings and even films which are products 

1 Paper submitted to the “The 1st International Conference on Manga / Anime 
World Network”

2 Ph Dr. Escuela Superior de Ingeniería y Arquitectura del Instituto Politécnico Na-
cional. México. This paper was translated by Nicholas Mattew Risdell.

3 Otaku is the name given to a culture born in Japan in the decade of the seventies. 
It is based on an enthusiasm for a set of contemporary youth expressions, some 
of them graphical like the anime (dynamic illustrations) and manga (static illustra-
tions) as well as others which refer to the use of entertainment technologies like 
video games and the application of specialized software. The name Otaku has also 
been used to refer to fandom, that is to say the set of consumers, followers and 
above all connoisseurs of the different expressions of Otaku.
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of the community’s creativity4. To quote 
Álvaro Hernández “(…) clearly the Otaku 
culture stretched beyond the frontiers 
of Japanese industry and has become, 
through strategy and necessity, a repre-
sentative element of Japanese culture in 
the world” (Hernández, 2009:81).

    Contact with Otaku in Mexico was 
brought about initially in the decades of 
the seventies and eighties through the 
introduction of anime television series for 
children. For their popularity those which 
stand out include The Knight Princess 
(1972) Astroboy (1976) Remy (1983) and 
Candy Candy (1987) amongst others, 
which familiarized Mexicans with the 
aesthetics of Japanese animation. Never-
theless, the growth of a fandom as such 
began in the early nineties when several 
shops specializing in the distribution 
of comics in Mexico City were opened. 
These shops brought to the public prod-
ucts which through time would become 
cult objects and collectors’ items. They 
included comics both from the North 
American tradition as well as from the far 
eastern country5. These places became 
temporary meeting places for enthusi-
asts, followed later by large scale con-

ventions, like TNT which bring together 
thousands of visitors every four months.

YAOI in Mexico

Yaoi is one of the forms of expression of 
manga and anime, consisting of stories 
which involve couples of the masculine 
sex. Its principal characteristic however 
is that they are created, on the whole, by 
and for women6. Its precedents can be 
found in the beginning of the seventies 
with the novels of Moto Hagio, which 
although these could be considered to 
be shōnen-ai, that is to say stories of 
masculine couples without manifest 
sexual content, would lay the foundations 
for homoromantic literature created for 
women7. Subsequently, Keiko Takemiya, 
another of the early illustrators in this 
style, included for the first time explicit 
erotic scenes between men in her story 
Kaze to ki no uta. This could be under-
stood as a transformation and a rupture 
with the historical notions of the body as 
well as the appearance of diverse sexuali-
ties which began to make themselves 
visible around the world at this time. 
Nevertheless, although the appearance 

4 Manga designed by fans is known as dōjinshi.

5 According to Álvaro Hernández the conformation of a scene for followers of 
Otaku was brought about principally through anime series like The Knights of the 
Zodiac, Sailor Moon, Dragon Ball and Ranma ½, all directed at young audiences. 
These fans would meet in La Casa de la Caricatura and other small places to com-
ment on as well as distribute fan magazines about anime and Japanese culture in 
our country (Ibídem: 108).

6 Together with shonen-ai and bara (gay manga) they form part of the style known 
as boy’s love (BL).

 7 http://www.mangaland.es/category/keiko-takemiya/
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of yaoi in the Japanese market can be lo-
cated in the eighties the boom and global 
extension of yaoi would occur a decade 
later. It began to be distributed particu-
larly through two forms: magazines which 
could be considered exclusively in the 
style and on the other hand stories with 
conventional themes but which contain 
one or several yaoisized scenes.
   The new information age whose global 
expansion has gained strength in the 
dawn of the Twenty First century has 
allowed the yaoi style to gain more and 
more followers. Using internet and social 
networks, they have taken advantage of 
the possibility to spread their work or 
to discover and exchange material with 
other enthusiasts of the genre.
   The creators of yaoi from then on began 
to produce more complex stories, where 
interpersonal relationships are given 
more priority than sexual contact. In the 
yaoi of the Twenty First century stories 
of passion mix where different forms 
of human sensibility find a space for 
expression. Nevertheless the traditional 
image of the couple, homosexual or 
heterosexual, persists in most examples 
of the genre. Each partner plays a rigid 
gender role, where only two possibilities 
are permitted: the active (seme) or the 
passive (uke). Amorous relations become 
power relations, without the possibility of 
exchange of sexual or social roles. From 
this point of view and following Pierre 
Bourdieu, the social order is represented 
as a symbolic machine which ratifies 
masculine domination (active) in the 
activities and spaces of each gender in 
terms of the so called sexual division of 
labour (Bourdieu, 2000:22). The semantic 
oppositions between masculine/femi-
nine, public/private space, strong/weak 

and active /passive which exist between 
masculine and feminine gender, end up 
reproducing themselves in homosexual 
love.
    It would be around the year 2000 that 
yaoi arrived in Mexico to install itself 
in the imaginaries of several groups of 
young people, principally women, who 
make up part of Mexican fandom of 
manga and anime. Distribution has princi-
pally been through two paths: internet 
forums – principally those in the Span-
ish language – and specialized products 
introduced through the organization 
of conventions in different parts of the 
country, the TNT Convention in Mexico 
City playing a leading role in this sense. In 
the beginning consumption was orien-
tated towards Japanese products which 
arrived translated into English. From 2006 
the publishing company Vid, a Mexican 
company with more than fifty years pub-
lishing comics, started to publish some 
series directly translated from Japanese 
to Spanish. An example of this is Gravita-
tion, in a style which oscillates between 
yaoi and shōnen-ai. Its first edition dates 
from 1995. Once within reach of a Mexi-
can public it would increase the number 
of enthusiasts for this style of manga, 
some of whom would no longer be satis-
fied with being passive readers but would 
start producing their own characters, 
illustrations and stories. Towards the end 
of the nineties the fanzine Cherry Blue 
Dream appeared in Mexico published by 
the collective Siglo XXII, becoming the 
first yaoi publication produced in the 
country. This was followed by several 
short stories designed by the Grupo de 
las Pléyades, a group who have actively 
promoted the genre and still produce 
materials. Currently there are several 
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yaoi collectives who understand this 
literary production as a form of imagined 
sexual freedom. Between 2008 and 2009 
a group of enthusiastic participants pub-
lished two editions of the fanzine Cats 
and Cream. Not contented with being 
passive readers this group took advan-
tage of their own life experiences to 
create stories with subject matter ranging 
from the daily contexts of the couple, 
through to fantasy love and situations 
oscillating between comedy and tragedy. 
This fanzine would in turn give way to the 
magazine Cocktail con Crema (Cocktail 
with Cream) which appeared in 2010 and 
until now has consisted of four numbers. 
The project, as a collective effort of six 
women and one man plans to create a 
publishing house to produce more pro-
fessionally, achieve greater distribution 
and recognition of the yaoi genre.
    Nevertheless the fundamental ques-
tion to ask is what is it about yaoi which 
draws young Mexican women towards 
it? In a previous study of Korean yaoists 
Sueen Noh pointed out several reasons 
for the attraction of yaoi: platonic love 
between “sweet” men and the pleasure 
of voyeurism. Yet behind these elements 
lies another principal motive, the pos-
sibility of transgression - at least within 
fiction – of the scheme of patriarchal 
domination, through the manipulation of 
stories of their own invention and ways 

of imagining relationships and the cou-
ple. “In other words, women as a social 
minority find the possibility of gazing at 
the status quo via YAOI. Female readers 
free themselves from the stereotype of 
passive audiences, and take the position 
of active creators” (Noh, 2001:12).
    For young Mexican yaoists as well as 
for some men, and despite the homo-
phobic prejudice which still prevails in 
Mexico8, yaoi has become an interest 
which permits new ways of thinking 
about the couple, romantic love and 
eroticism without reservations in a world 
where affective relationships seem to 
have become ever more ephemeral and 
less committed,

What I most like is seeing so much love 
and affection, it makes me feel really 
happy (“Sharu”, man, 21 years).

I think perhaps it’s the sweetness, I love 
to see two people who love each other, 
at least that’s my opinion (Ana, woman, 
18 years).

The stories and drawings can be erotic, 
but they´re very sweet. It’s not just about 
seeing two people of the same sex kissing 
and all the rest. It’s about seeing love and 
passion for the other person. The sex is 
secondary (Alma, woman, 20 years).

8 Although same sex marriage has been recognized by local law in the case of 
Distrito Federal since December 2009 the norm continues to be little tolerance 
shown towards gay couples in the more conservative sectors of society and poli-
tics. Homophobia without limits can be seen in the multiple murders, which in the 
majority of cases go unresolved and unpunished. The most recent case was Agnes 
Torres Hernández, a transgender activist who fought for human and sexual rights. 
On the 12th March of this year she was tortured, assassinated and her body left in 
a gulley. Up to now her murderers remain at large and unpunished.
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It´s an important literary genre for wom-
en. It’s an unconscious way of showing 
relationships with no gender disadvan-
tages (Odette, woman, editor of Cocktail 
con Crema).

Nevertheless the nodal point for un-
derstanding the influence of yaoi in 
Mexican fandom rotates around being 
able to think – and sometimes believe 
– in a world far away from homophobic 
prejudice and the violence generated by 
a dominant patriarchal scheme. These 
are far from being minor problems in this 
society where behavior is determined by 
what others think and the increasing dis-
play of symbolic and concrete violence,
I prefer the romantic and what helps me 
forget the lack of affection in real life, as 
well as the suffering and everything that 
stops us being happy (Karen, woman, 23 
years).

For me yaoi helps me to forget, even if 
only for a while, the pressures of society 
telling you what you have to be. Some-
times I just want to stop thinking about 
the world and everything that happens. 
If you see the news there’s violence eve-
rywhere, in Mexico the situation is really 
serious. Nowhere is safe, not your home, 
the street, the school, your work. You´re 
exposed all the time to so much violence. 
I prefer to think about a pink world, 
where there is love even though relation-
ships may still be difficult. Could the real 
world be like that? (“Hikari”, woman, 24 
years).

I think about the real life of gay couples 
in Mexico, always marked by what they 
are. They have to live their love hidden 
away and if they go out in the street and 

express what they are they’ll be criti-
cized. It doesn’t matter what you see on 
the television, that people get married 
and all that. You hear how everyone 
talks about them and it makes you feel 
ashamed. There’s so much discrimina-
tion and hatred towards them (Patricia, 
woman, 19 years).

Men always have the worst reactions. 
They feel that their manhood is being 
questioned, they feel attacked. When 
they’re with their girlfriends and the 
girlfriend likes yaoi and goes to buy 
some, the boyfriend tends to look away 
or stands to the side (…) There’s a lot of 
ignorance about the genre. Or they think 
that the stories are written by gays for 
gays or they think that we’re all lesbians 
(Odette, woman, editor of Cocktail con 
Crema).

Consequently yaoi can provide an imagi-
nary outlet for the complicated labyrinth 
of social life, with its prejudices and limi-
tations towards sexual preferences and 
other ways of conceiving love, eroticism 
and life with a partner.

Conclusions
As a principal conclusion we can point 
out that Otaku subculture is a form of 
youth identity which manifests itself in 
different latitudes far from Japan. At 
more than 11,300 kilometers of distance 
it has managed to find a space in Mexico 
City and others in the country, gaining 
an increasing number of followers who 
religiously attend the magna conven-
tions held frequently. As time passes new 
spaces for permanent interaction have 
opened allowing the purchase of new 
products, the exchange of knowledge and 
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the diffusion of personal contributions 
which are products of cultural hybridiza-
tion. The principal vehicles for imagining 
and dreaming about a culture of a far 
off country are the distinct elements 
which Otaku unfolds – like manga, anime, 
cosplay amongst others. Although many 
Otaku enthusiasts may never be able to 
visit Japan they have created an imagi-
nary cartography which enables them 
to discern the traditions, taste the food, 
become familiar with kanjis, sing in Japa-
nese and even adopt a nickname. Imbued 
in the same symbolic language young 
Mexican Otaku enthusiasts try to be up to 
date with what is happening on the other 
side of the world differentiating between 
a great diversity of styles and tendencies, 
choosing those which come closest to 
their own tastes and personalities.
    Amongst all these styles yaoi appears 
as a different way to tell stories and 
describe situations. Rejected by many, 
ignored or misinterpreted by others and 
loved by increasingly more women and 
a minority of men in the world, yaoi is 
a literary genre whose central axis of 
creation is the free expression of love and 
eroticism. In its evolution it has changed 
gradually from showing stories where 
the visual and the explicit played a major 
role, with a seme dominating a uke, to 
texts which focus on the complexity of 
human relationships and feelings molded 
by the authors who give expression to 
their personal experiences, desires and 
aspirations.
   In the particular case of Mexico yaoi has 
provoked interest amongst many young 
people, despite being one of the least 
distributed genres of Otaku and having 
against it a rigid patriarchal scheme char-
acterized by a strong homophobia. Its 

followers seem to adopt it as a niche of 
freedom and transgression, although for 
others it may simply be visually attractive, 
highly esthetic and provocative arousing 
curiosity for showing a design for a differ-
ent kind of relationships.
   There are two elements of yaoi which 
may consciously lead us to think of a cri-
tique or social transformation – beyond 
the creative and esthetic proposal which 
implies taste for taste’s sake – and which 
begin to be evident in some more recent 
creations. Firstly the recognition and the 
idea of breaking with prejudices about 
different sexual identities generated in 
the more traditional sectors of society. 
Secondly the possibility that the authors 
can denounce through their characters, 
in a veiled or explicit manner, mascu-
line domination in relationships and the 
subsequent violence in its concrete and 
symbolic forms.  
   Without a doubt the investigation of 
this subject can be gone into in greater 
detail from a number of different per-
spectives such as the category of gender, 
discourse analysis or symbol theory. As a 
cultural element of great transcendence 
it can give voice to the relegated groups 
within society. In a graphic manner it 
expresses the voice of homosexuals, but 
also through discourse that of the women 
behind the creation of these stories.
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There are many images that shape 
the worldview manga and anime. 
There are repetitive elements that 

have located in its particular style, it 
has been enthusiastically consumed by 
the world, and even replicated. Cosplay 
practice is an example of how these im-
ages are replicated, even into a dimen-
sion of what we understand as real if 
we propose to cosplay as a practice that 
embodies specific narratives. This paper 
shares some of the ideas I’m making up 
to establish a relationship between cos-
play and crossplay, the representation of 
gender through performativity.

Keywords:
Cosplay, performativity, queer theory.

My interest in cosplay was born in Barce-
lona a few years ago when I met a gothic 
Lolito, who refused to undertake a prac-
tice of transvestism and instead called 
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himself as crossplayer. By this time, about 
2009, I was situated in cultural studies 
and specifically in the course of stud-
ies of youth cultures.I had worked since 
I completed the degree, research on 
youth cultures, specifically on a group of 
young goths in my hometown of Puebla 
in Mexico. However, it seemed to me 
that the tools I had to study phenomena 
related anime and manga practices were 
insufficient from this perspective.

I found that studies youth culture emerg-
ing from the focus of cultural studies, 
although they have been useful in under-
standing youth phenomena subcultural, 
were left in the pipeline elements by the 
passage of time and did not fit in such 
schemes were either exceeded . Accord-
ing to Latin American authors Reguillo 
Rossana (2003), Ana Padawer (2004) and 
Silvia Elizalde (2006), male-centered, 
essentialist and romantic about the phe-
nomena understood as subcultural. What 
has generated a typology of young reach-
able through the styles, creating identifi-
able patterns pigeonhole them, labeled 
and stigmatized feeding an imaginary 
relationship easier by the composition of 
elements of style.

I am interested in understanding the 
practices and identities that youth are 
not fixed and immutable characteristics. I 
agree with the manner in which Maritza 
Urteaga (2011) refers to the explorations 
in the lives of young people and sharing 
experiences in the transition from life 
cycle. Their practices are contemporary 
border areas, crisscrossed by multiple 
lines (sexual preference, gender, class, 
race, ethnicity, generation, nationality, 
politics, dress, musical tastes, etc..). To 

Urteaga, these border areas are transi-
tional, proposes that we understand and 
porous due to its heterogeneity, rapid 
change, movement and intercultural 
borrowing and not only find that in them 
there is inequality, power and domina-
tion, but creative cultural production.

Visual representations, to Hernandez 
(2007), connected with the formation of 
desires, to the extent that teach to look 
and look at yourself, and help to con-
struct representations of themselves and 
the world. Cosplay on the practice and 
the desire Yoshiyuki (2007) states: “Some 
young Japanese say they have enough 
to see their favorite characters in anime 
and video games: they want to interact 
with them even want to be them. There 
are ways that these dreams almost come 
true ... “.

Style, costume gender and performativ-
ity.
In Resistance throught rituals (Hall, 
1976), the authors started from the 
fundamental premise that style could 
be read using the Gramscian concept 
of hegemony, playing a succession of 
youth cultural styles as symbolic forms 
of resistance, which was characteristic of 
the period after the war. But is the intent 
of this practice of dressing up clothes and 
resistance? Could we say that the prac-
tice cosplay and crossplay are subversive? 
Or is that the framework of hegemony 
has been exceeded? In which contexts? It 
is likely that the practice is not subversive 
crossplay but how do think contributes to 
sexual identity crossplayer himself? How 
does it impact in a specific context? What 
difference has the disguise, which is usu-
ally heavier and declare anonymous?
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Judith Butler (2007) objects to make 
judgments about what distinguishes the 
subversive of what is not subversive, be-
cause she believes can not be formulated 
so as to stand the test of time. Underlines 
the importance of the << context >> un-
derstood as postulated units experiencing 
temporary changes and reveal their lack 
essential unity. Importantly, there is a 
considerable distance of time and space 
between the practices of postwar style 
and cosplay and crossplay practices.

About subversive practices, Butler (2007) 
warns that as metaphors, they risk losing 
their metaphorical character as they are 
consolidated as concepts over time, be-
coming based numbing clichés repeated, 
so subversion at risk of becoming a mar-
ket value. And if so, what relation does 
this market value to practice? What is 
assumed by the cosplayers and crossplay-
ers?

Judith Halberstam (2004) makes the point 
around which there are few studies about 
girls outside heteronormative positions. 
The studies, especially in subcultures are 
related to music consumption practices 
where girls are seen as an extension of 
a male world. Halberstam offers a way 
to approach queer subcultures, because 
this research aims to combine elements 
of youth studies, stating in the subject 
of style and costume related to theoreti-
cal frameworks that address the issue 
of gender and identity to investigate 
the practice of representing character 
through cosplay and crossplay.
Halberstam suggested to take account of 
the following, I would identify to a study 
cosplay and crossplay:

- Rethinking the relationship between 
theory and subcultural participants. The 
implication for this research take into ac-
count the researcher and subject regard-
ing informants and the positioning of the 
researcher.
  The positioning of Halberstam, from 
within the queer subcultures, serve to 
line up this research project in order to 
offer another position to the understand-
ings of subcultures based on style and 
problematize the issue of gender and per-
formativity. To expose the issues related 
to the idea of identity and its relationship 
to sexuality, reflect on heteronormative 
logic, the idea norms, original and copy, 
subversion and dispute of authenticity.

Halberstam suggested to take account of 
the following, I would identify to a study 
cosplay and crossplay:

- Rethinking the relationship 
between theory and subcultural partici-
pants. The implication for this research 
take into account the researcher and 
subject regarding informants and the 
positioning of the researcher.
- There are numerous subcultural 
theories created to describe and explain 
the heterosexual male activities in ado-
lescents and are adjusted only when the 
female heterosexual adolescent activity 
comes into focus. Transcending the spot-
light on the male to enlighten and queer 
female characters, in this case the cosplay 
and crossplay practitioners.
- The nature of queer subculture 
activity requires a nuanced theory and 
archiving files. How can I raise this point 
from cosplay and crossplay practices? 
Since it archiving constant crossplayers 
cosplayers and images to be captured in 
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documents that record their costumes, 
characterizations, and even walks in parks 
organization specifically for group photos. 
Consider the importance of these files 
publicly exposed on social networks like 
Facebook, flicker, etc..
- Queer subcultures offer the 
opportunity to exit a normative model in 
which youth cultures are understood as 
periods of transition to adulthood, refusal 
to reconsider the idea of adulthood as a 
deliberate deviation. This point is very im-
portant, is not an exclusive condition of 
young, understood in a biological range, 
who do cosplay and crossplay practices. 
What role does the possibility of shifting 
identity through costume or style? How 
is inserted against the idea that this prac-
tice is typical of young people? Another 
interesting point to note is the aesthetic 
that emerges from the narratives of 
anime and manga in the exacerbation of 
aesthetics and the relation to child sexual 
theme.

Performance studies to Taylor (2001) are 
a theoretical approach to this research 
provides an interpretative methodo-
logical lens with which they can analyze 
events and performance and that brings 
light to issues of gender and sexual 
identity among others, which are tested 
and reproduced in the public sphere. The 
performance, according Vidiella (2009), 
functions as an in-corporada practice to-
gether with other cultural discourses, as 
a real phenomenon and built. It helps to 
understand the configuration of subjec-
tivities in daily life or in the political and 
aesthetic experimentation by minority 
groups. The idea to practice using perfor-
mance cosplay and crossplay is a char-
acter (real or fictional) of the products 

manga, anime, movie, book, video game, 
or band this theoretical will be useful.

Where is the beginning of delivery to 
do the research in which representation 
of characters plays an important role. 
Where the borders of gender, are put 
in question through practice crossplay. I 
share with you, as you see I have no con-
clusions yet but if a tissue to keep lines to 
investigate
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Cosplay, the art of dressing up and 
acting as a fictional character, is one 
of the central activities within the 

manga and anime fandom in Mexico. This 
activity is part of the complex dynamics 
of fan cultures: from symbolic dialogue 
between fan and text, to cultural produc-
tion and economy.
Most of Mexican cosplayers range 15 to 
25 years old. For this reason, at first sight, 
this practice is often approached from 
a youth culture basis. Nevertheless, this 
kind of approach may involve some theo-
retical and methological problems, for 
instance, a definition of the category of 
youth, which can involve a biological and 
psychological age, a social status regard-
ing parent reliance, a stage of transition 
and a construction of identity (cfr. Le 
Breton, 2008). 
On the other hand, cosplay is more com-
monly approached from a fan culture 
basis, whose theoretical frameworks are 
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based in the participative role of fans in 
cultural consumption and production. 
This approach usually sets aside fan’s age, 
since members of a particular fandom, in 
this case, of anime and manga, may be 
of diverse ages, social status and diverse 
social and cultural backgrounds (cfr. 
Jenkins, 1992). 
In a Mexican urban social context these 
perspectives converge in cosplay practice, 
taking in mind cosplayers’ age range and 
that most of those who are young adults 
are still dependents on their parents. 
Thus, the kind of relationship a cosplayer 
has with his parents may have an impor-
tant influence on his performance in this 
activity. I got aware of these situations 
when interviewing some cosplayers who 
talked about their parents’ opinions and 
attitudes towards their participation in 
cosplay.
In this article I will explain how both, 
youth and fan cultures basis converge in 
cosplay practice in Mexico, demonstrat-
ing that cosplay is a process of symbolic 
dialogue for a social and cultural self-
construction. In the first part, I will give a 
general panorama of anime and manga 
cosplay in Mexico City: 1) A brief history 
of anime and manga fandom and cosplay 
practice in Mexico, 2) A presentation of 
actors and settings (times and spaces of 
cosplay) and 3) an approach to costume 
as a vehicle for symbolic dialogue. In the 
second part I will explain the convergence 
of fandom and youth cultures as process-
es of cultural and self-construction from 
anthropology of experience approach. 
Finally, I will present cosplay in a Mexican 
context from a youth culture perspec-
tive presenting some parents´ reactions 
towards cosplay, identified through cos-
player’s comments.

Cosplay in Mexico, a general panorama.
1) A brief history of the phenomenon.

According to Álvaro Hernández (2009: 
106-113) anime and manga fandom had 
its emergence in Mexico in the early 
1990’s, when the main television net-
works in the country began to broadcast 
anime series such as Saint Seiya, Dragon 
Ball, Sailor Moon, Captain Tsubasa, or 
Pokémon, just to mention some. Those 
kids who grew up watching these series 
are now the eldest generation of anime 
and manga fans in Mexico, or otaku, as 
they called themselves later.
Few years later, in 1994 the first comic 
conventions in Mexico were made. In the 
forthcoming years the most important 
conventions in the country celebrated 
their first editions, La Mole in 1996, and 
Expo Manga Comic TNT in 2001.  As fan-
dom increased, both conventions began 
to offer better and more diverse activities 
and to present more editions with more 
frequency. Nowadays four editions of 
both conventions are presented per year.
Cosplay was introduced in Mexico almost 
at the same time as conventions, in 1996. 
According to Hernández (ibid: 109) cos-
play was introduced to Mexican fandom 
with the increasing of participation of 
fangirls who were interested in fashion. 
Inglaterra Martínez, Mexican pioneer 
cosplayer, told in an interview about the 
origins of this activity in the country:
 “At the beginning (1994-1995), some 
friends and I joined to roleplay as our fa-
vorite characters. We invited some other 
friends to join us and then we called our 
group Éxodo. When the group increased 
its number, it derived in two other groups 
and those in many others. We did not 
know that what we did was called cos-
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play; but when the term became popu-
lar in the country, we called ourselves 
cosplayers. Due to the arrival of Internet, 
this activity turned into the phenomenon 
that is nowadays.” 
Cosplay has become a central part 
of conventions, since cosplay related 
activities are the most anticipated the 
organizers use to offer discounts on the 
admission fees to those who attend in 
a costume, whether they participate in 
a programmed cosplay activity or not. 
Moreover, conventions offer cosplayers 
and other fan producers an appealing 
platform to show their work and being 
rewarded for it, not only with a prize 
but with social prestige and reconnais-
sance among cosplay community. Also, 
by winning a contest or by earning social 
prestige and reconnaissance, a cosplayer 
may get the opportunity to get invited to 
national and international contests and 
events, the most important, the World 
Cosplay Summit in Nagoya, Japan. Fur-
theremore, prestigious foreign cosplayers 
are often invited to TNT conventions to 
participate in cosplay activities, such as 
interviews, autograph and photographic 
sessions and to serve as jury in cosplay 
contests. 
All these experiences, not to mention the 
virtual interactions they have with cos-
players around the world, make cosplay-
ers feel like they are part of an interna-
tional phenomenon.  For these reasons, 
cosplay practice might have increased 
and become more complex over its more 
than 15 years of existence in the country, 
allowing the conformation of several 
groups and networks of cosplayers (those 
who perform), cosmakers (those who 
elaborate costumes) and kamekos (cos-
play photographers). 

2) Players, play times and playgrounds.

As mentioned before, as cosplay activity 
has increased in Mexico, so it has become 
more complex. Around the diverse inter-
actions between those linked to cosplay, 
diverse communities have emerged at 
different scales (from local to interna-
tional). These communities have taken 
cosplay to new spaces, virtual and public 
spaces. The objective of the following 
section is to give an ethnographic outline 
of cosplay in Mexico City, presenting the 
main actors that participate in this activ-
ity and the settings of action, that is to 
say times and spaces of cosplay. 
Participants: in a direct or indirect form, 
diverse actors participate in cosplay. 
Those direcly linked to cosplay are: the 
most notable, the cosplayer, who per-
forms; the cosmaker, who makes cos-
tumes and accessories and gives advice 
and tips to achieve the desired result; 
the kameko, who takes photographs and 
usually spreads cosplayers’ works and 
finally the public, the most critic partici-
pants, and those who a performer work 
is devoted.
As mentioned before, diverse commu-
nities have emerged from interactions 
around cosplay. Internet has played a 
vital role in the development of cosplay 
culture and cosplay communities, in 
particular, those that reach national and 
international scales. Those communities 
serve as important nodes of communica-
tion and cultural participation among 
cosplayers, as they can share their experi-
ences, give advice for cosplay projects, 
offer their services for costume elabora-
tion, spread their work in a larger scale, 
and finally to organize diverse events 
such as picnics, parties, contests and col-
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lective projects. 
Finally, parents are frequently invisible, 
but important participants. Although 
their participation is not always directly 
manifested, they do, for instance, offer 
their help in the elaboration of a costume 
or even sharing this activity with their 
children (this however is pretty rare). A 
cosplayer’s relationship with his parents 
will often have an important impact on 
his performance. As mentioned above, 
most Mexican cosplayers range from 15 
to 25 years old; setting aside if they are 
under-aged or not, most of them are not 
part of the working force and are still 
dependent on their parents. Thus, the 
cosplayer has to adapt to the time and 
money constraints that stem from the 
situation in his parent’s home (and the 
fact that his parents may not approve of 
the practice)
Play times and playgrounds: Cosplay is a 
performative act that involves a process 
of cultural productivity that has two 
times or instances: a private (of interac-
tion and internalization) and a public (of 
sharing and showing), and that is shown 
whether in a face-to-face context or in 
the virtual world. In other words, in the 
private instance the cosplayer interacts 
with the object to be performed, this 
implies the process of selection, study 
of the character and its context, and the 
making and planning of the costume and 
performance. In the public one the final 
result is shown face-to-face or in a virtual 
way; at a performance whether it be in 
a contest, in a photo session, a video 
recording, or in the practice of cosplay 
itself (dressing up and acting as some-
one else) at fandom events or in virtual 
spaces, such as web pages, forums, blogs 
and otherwise. 

Cosplay, as other fandom practices, is 
usually shown to public at conventions, 
events dedicated par excelence to the 
promotion of fandom, social gathering 
for the sharing of experiences, tastes 
and knowledge, and the circulation and 
acquisition of cultural capital ( Napier, 
2007: 151).  As cosplay has become more 
popular, its practice has extended from 
manga and anime stores and conven-
tions to public spaces such as parks and 
squares where cosplayers meet in picnics, 
photo sessions or video recording. Fur-
thermore, this practice has become part 
of the activities of cultural events focused 
in the promotion of Japanese culture, 
frequently organized by the embassy of 
Japan and other Japan-related organiza-
tions and institutions.
Moreover cosplay is the most visible and 
less anonymous fandom activity inside 
and outside a fandom community, since a 
costume is at the same time, an expres-
sion inseparable from the performer’s 
body, and a vehicle of transition; follow-
ing Christian Biet’s definition (2007), it is 
not a quotidian vestment, it is an object 
that breaks out of everyday life and al-
lows the deployment of a performer’s 
self into a phantasmagoric other:  
“It is a visible vehicle that is immedi-
ately seen simultaneously as part of the 
decoration of the body, as element of 
transition between a place (as object) 
and space (as sign), between the intimacy 
of the performer (his real body) and that 
other that is been performed (external, 
historic [or fictional]) and the universe 
(place and space) of an spectacle [in this 
case, a dramatic act].” 
Thus the use of a costume, as a per-
formative object allows itself a transfor-
mation of identity and context and marks 
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a specific setting of symbolic play. In the 
case of cosplay it additionally breaks out 
of routine and isolates symbolically the 
communal space of fandom from the rest 
of the world. Therefore, these charac-
teristics, when played outside a socially 
recognized time and place for its develop-
ment -for instance public spaces-, use to 
confuse those who do not take part nor 
are familiar with cosplay. On the other 
hand, new meanings are given to public 
spaces when cosplayers integrate them 
into their playground.

Fan and youth cultures, experiences in 
convergence.

Fans and young people are constantly 
experiencing their cultures. According 
to Victor Turner and Edward Bruner 
(1986: 3-44) an experience is how reality 
(what is really out there, whatever that 
may be) is presented itself to conscious-
ness. Experiences are at the same time 
events that break out of routine mark-
ing a moment (with a beginning and an 
end) in the flow of time; and reflexive 
processes of knowledge construction 
and synthesis that involve past memories 
and knowledge, their present interpreta-
tions and meanings and an anticipation 
to the future. This process begins with 
a problem, continues with the opening 
of a liminal stage1  that opens a range of 

possible solutions to be valued, meant 
and synthesized, and is only concluded 
when an experience is “crystallized” in an 
expression and put in a social dimension, 
in other words, when it is articulated, 
formulated, represented or told. For 
these reasons, experiences are involved 
in cultural construction, cultural change, 
and cultural continuity, since culture gives 
people the means to manage into reality; 
thus in the way back, as people experi-
ence their culture they become “authors 
of themselves” and “authors of their 
culture”. Moreover, as Bruner (Turner 
and Bruner 1986) points out, “it is in the 
performance of an expression that we 
re-experience, re-live, re-create, re-tell, 
re-construct, and re-fashion our culture.” 
I introduced the anthropological concept 
of experience because it plays an impor-
tant role in both, fan and youth culture 
dynamics since both are related with 
symbolic dialogue and process of cultural 
construction. The participative role of 
fans characterizes themselves as “active 
audiences” as noted by Henry Jenkins 
(1992: 208): “media fans are consum-
ers who also produce, readers who also 
write, spectators who also participate”. 
John Fiske (1992: 37-39) categorizes fan 
productions into three areas: 
“Semiotic productivity: (…) that consists 
of the making of meanings of social 
identity and of social experience from the 

1 “The limen, or threshold, is a term [borrowed by V. Turner] from van Gennep’s 
second of three stages in rites of passage, is a no-man’s-land betwixt and between 
the structural past and the structural future as anticipated by the society’s norma-
tive control of biological development. (…) [V. Turner] sometimes talk about the 
luminal phase being dominantly in the subjunctive mood of culture, the mood 
of maybe, might be, as if, hypothesis, fantasy, conjecture, desire –depending on 
which the trinity of cognition, affect, and conation is situationally dominant.” 
(Turner, 1986: 41-42)
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semiotic resources of the cultural com-
modity.
Enunciative productivity: (…) when the 
meanings made are spoken and are 
shared within a face-to-face or oral 
culture and take a public form [by] the 
use of a semiotic system (typically, but 
not exclusively, verbal language) which is 
specific to its speaker and is social and its 
temporal context. [For instance], the style 
of hair or make-up, the choice of clothes 
or accessories are ways of constructing 
a social identity and therefore of assert-
ing one’s membership of a particular fan 
community.
Textual productivity:  Fans produce and 
circulate among themselves texts which 
are often crafted with production values 
as high as any in the official culture. (…) 
fan texts are not produce to profit, they 
do not need to be mass-marketed, so un-
like official culture, fan culture makes no 
attempt to circulate its texts outside its 
own community. “
In synthesis (ibidem: 41), “when this 
industrial text meets its fans, their par-
ticipation reunites and reworks it, so that 
its moment of reception becomes the 
moment of production in fan culture.” 
Thus, in terms of anthropology of experi-
ence, fans are constantly searching for 
experiences within media, which are con-
cluded in enunciative expressions (verbal 
and corporeal forms of culture, and the 
personalization of the private space and 
of objects of personal use) and/or crystal-
lized in text production (for instance, 
graphic, literary, musical, audiovisual and 
performative production). In addition, 
(derivative) text production allows, recall-
ing V. Turner and E. Bruner (1986), the re-
experience, re-live, re-creation, re-telling, 
re-construction, and re-fashion of the 

former media text of reference, which is 
itself a cultural expression.
In this sense, cosplay, is a performative 
act within fandom, since the use of a 
costume is a re-experience of a character 
and its context. Re-experience offers, 
returning to Turner (Op. cit.), on one side 
a tangible interaction –in a liminal stage- 
with significant elements and a range of 
possibilities for recognition, affective at-
tachment and identification; on the other, 
it opens the possibility of playing with 
these elements and of re-creating, and 
re-constructing a text expressing fan’s 
relation with the text and with his social 
reality. Cosplay and fan practices, since 
this regard, are processes of symbolic 
dialogue and cultural production, whose 
main objective is the construction and 
continuity of the culture and the commu-
nity they have created.  
Fans are initially considered as consum-
ers of specific tastes, certainly they are, 
but they also are active participants of 
the culture they have constructed around 
their objects of affection. Young people 
have been targeted by media and adver-
tising industries as consumers of models 
and cultural practices that offer values 
and ideals of youth; therefore they are 
called youth culture (cfr. Aït el Cadi, 2008, 
Neyrand 2003). But youth cultures (in 
plural), from the perspective of its actual 
consumers (actual and conceptual young 
people), in their different and own life 
experiences and social backgrounds, refer 
to a search for an adult identity.
The “youth cultures” concept has marked 
the social imaginary of what a young-
ster is, surpassing even this category. As 
sociologist Hakima Aït el Cadi (2008: 53) 
says, the category of young people refers 
not to a biological age, but a stage of 
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development devoted to the construc-
tion of the self. At this respect, sociologist 
Gerard Neyrand (2003: 1) affirms that the 
“value of youth would become an essen-
tial dimension of the modern imperative 
of self-realization, underpinned by the 
rise of the individual, the pleasure and 
the expressivity as fundamental values of 
posmodernity”. On the other hand it is 
“lengthened the duration of instruction 
and young population find themselves 
dispossessed of all social power with the 
postponement of its access to economic, 
residential and emotional independence” 
(idem). In this sense, Aït el Cadi (Op. cit. 
58), regarding the extension of youth 
stage explains:
“In a morose socio-economic environ-
ment, where professional and labor 
insertion is not sufficient to play the 
role of social integrator, thus it is better 
explained why status of consumer or of 
“cultural practitioner” is imposed as the 
principal ‘moral’ way of social reconnais-
sance.”
Following this idea, cosplay and fan 
activities if practiced and approached 
from these presuppositions, could also 
be considered youth cultures, and their 
members and practitioners as double 
producers: cultural and self-producers. 
On one hand, in a fan culture context, it 
is a cultural construction in a contextual 
dimension (of time and space) marking 
a division between working time and lei-
sure, daily life and aesthetic experience. 
On the other, seen as youth cultures, it is 
a construction of the self –a concept that 
involves identity, social roles and social 
reconnaissance- in a temporal dimen-
sion regarding the transition from a life 
stage to another. However, it must not 
be forgotten that cultural practice and 

productivity within a community might 
be liable to parental constraints, which 
depend in turn on the relation that young 
people have with their parents, their fam-
ily dynamics and the values and aspira-
tions given to them by themselves and by 
their parents.   

Cosplay in Mexico, a youth cultures ap-
proach.

As I mentioned before, most of cosplay-
ers range from 15 to 25 years old. In 
Mexico they are considered young people 
although the legal age that marks adult-
hood is 18. It is expected for an individual 
to get into working life by 25 years old, 
unless they are still in their professional 
studies. However, recalling information 
from the Instituto Mexicano de la Juven-
tud (Mexican Institute of Youth) (INEGI, 
2008), in Mexico, persons between 12 
to 29 years old are considered as young 
people. Following the same source, they 
depend economic and affectively on 
their family, recognizing their parents as 
figures of authority. 
Thus, as also mentioned before, even fan-
dom world, in specific fandom activities 
seem to be an independent activity from 
the parental instance, cosplayers produc-
tivity within the community is commonly 
affected by family relationships; but 
also, values regarding youth as a social 
time and adulthood as a forthcoming 
stage have an influence in how cosplay-
ers judge themselves as social actors. 
For instance, when doing fieldwork and 
interviewing cosplayers, sometimes when 
their age was asked, it seemed that they 
felt quite ashamed to answer; however 
they always did as they felt confident in 
not being judged. 
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The reservation to fandom of their own 
feelings and appreciations is the most 
common manifestation of how cosplayers 
are valued as youngsters by society and 
specifically by their family. However, as 
mentioned before, parents are important 
actors (visible or invisible) in cosplay ac-
tivity, as they value it and have whether 
positive or negative reactions toward it. 
I noticed consulting my fieldwork notes 
that most of these cosplayers were girls 
that surpassed 18 years old, were in 
their professional studies and were also 
dependent on their families. In contrast, I 
also noticed that under-aged cosplayers, 
frequently of 15 and 16 years old did not 
have the same reaction as the older ones. 
The reason is that cosplay has the poten-
tial to be related, in the Mexican social 
imaginary, with childhood, as graphic 
popular culture (comics, cartoons, anime, 
manga and videogames) and fantasy is 
frequently associated with it. So, the 
younger a cosplayer was, the more per-
missive and supportive the parents used 
to be; in contrast, the closer a cosplayer 
was from forthcoming adulthood, more 
problematic the practice came to be; 
nevertheless, if a cosplayer had already 
accomplish a self-sufficient life, then an 
attitude of pride would be shown. 
Within positive reactions of acceptance 
the most common are permissive and 
economic support, and the most vis-
ible and recognized by cosplayers is the 
help given by their family (frequently 
the mother) for the elaboration of their 
costumes. Another positive reaction, 
not the most frequent, but that have to 
be noticed, is parents’ active participa-
tion and involvement in cosplay. In other 
words, there are parents that are cosplay-
ers, whether they got introduced in the 

activity by their children, or they (young 
parents) introduce their children to it, 
making cosplay a familiar activity and 
feeling closer to their kids sharing their 
interests. There are two remarkable cases 
of parents that got introduced to cosplay 
by their children. One was of a man that 
was around his forties who used to assist 
to conventions along with his children 
(from 4 to 18 years old), as his children 
began to get introduced to cosplay he 
did it too, then the whole family got to 
conventions cosplaying characters from 
Naruto anime. The other case is of a 
woman around her fifties, she has two 
sons that are already in college, she firstly 
got introduced to anime and manga by 
her sons, then to cosplay. The first char-
acters she cosplayed were from American 
popular culture, as they were more famil-
iar to her. Nowadays she cosplays anime 
characters of mature age.  
Negative reactions are frequently 
denounced by cosplayers in their early 
adulthood (18-30 years old). The most 
common is that cosplaying is theme 
of argue with parents, as they do not 
consider cosplay as a typical nor desirable 
activity for people of this age. Cosplay-
ers who face this problem use to argue 
that it is more desirable to do a creative 
activity every three or four months (the 
frequency a convention is made) than 
going to a party and consume alcohol in 
excess every weekend (a common activ-
ity within youngsters that are becoming 
adults), or worse, than consuming drugs 
(a problem that has increasingly caused 
consternation within Mexican society). 
Some other cosplayers, who coincidently 
use to be the most participative in inter-
views, have said that parental rejection 
toward cosplay has even made them to 
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do this activity in secret –on the contrary, 
some cosplayers declared, their costumes 
would be destroyed by their parents- or 
to search for the means to get emanci-
pated from their family. It might be ques-
tionable if cosplay really was the cause of 
such dramatic reactions, but these situa-
tions were strongly remarked by cosplay-
ers who presented them, which means 
that this practice is important for them.
Whether it is the case, parental reactions 
frequently use to have an influence in 
how cosplayers feel about themselves 
regarding this activity, which sometimes 
is considered as part of their identity, in 
terms of “I am what I do, and I do what 
I want to become”. As it might be the 
case of other youth cultures, in cos-
play (and perhaps in other anime and 
manga fandom activities) there is a gap 
between how youth, and particularly 
latter youth, is valued by its protagonists 
and the parental figure. However, this 
gap not only expresses the desires and 
aspirations for a potential adult, but also 
how reality is seen by both parties and 
which reality (present and further) young 
people want to live. As some cosplayers 
have expressed, “we do not always live 
in a fantasy world, nor do we want to. 
We get identified with anime and manga 
because they present realistic situations, 
but in a metaphoric way, that we want to 
re-create, play with and have fun. We are 
not sure about how long are we going to 
get into cosplay, but if we grow up and 
still feel like doing it, it will be ok.”
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Figure 3. Cosplaying in family.

Figure 2.  A cosplayer demonstrates 
against another urban youth culture, 
which is linked to marginalized social 
groups, drug dealing and a low educa-
tion. This photo was taken before the 
“Otaku March “ on May 2011 at Zócalo 
(the main square in Mexico City), which 
also was occupied by members of the 
former Syndicate of Electricians.

Figure 1.  Cosplayers and kameko interacting in the cosplay hall at Expo Manga Comic 
TNT. Cosplay halls are special sections dedicated to this activity, as they pretend to 
have enough space to do performances, take photos and have professional photo-
graphic sessions by diverse groups of kamekos. 
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This investigation can be reading by 
a lot of glances. On the one hand, it 
is a first looking to the theme of the 

Maid Café and to insert into the studies 
of the otaku phenomenon  around the 
world. In the other hand, it is a wager 
to the Rancière postulation about the 
relationship between politic and aesthet-
ics. And last but not least, the study is 
an attempt to systematize an incipient 
fieldwork that was developed in the pe-
riod from April 2011l to August 2011 such 
in the traditional way (in Flower’s Maid 
Café in Mexico City) and in the online way 
(mainly in facebook, deviantart and some 
forums). 

Firstly, we need to talk about the origins 
of Maid Café and it’s arrival to an other 
countries. 

More than a game
THE mAID CAFE AS A CONSENSUS 
SPACE

Israel Pérez Quezada
ENAH-CESJM
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A little history about the Maid Café.

At 1999, in the utopian district of 
Akihabara, the first cosplay restaurant 
was born, it was directed to the otaku 
fandom. Two years later, the first Maid 
Café opened its doors: Cure Maid Café. 
It became popular in a short time. As a 
result of that succeed others Maid Café 
appear. 

This this phenomenon, as a lot of the 
Japanese pop culture, don’t stay only in 
the Tokyo streets. The Maid Café expand-
ed to the screens, mangas and, obviously, 
Internet. We should mention the cases 
of Kaichou wa Maid Sama and He is my 
master because these two animes are 
popular around the world. 

Screens helped to spread the concept of 
Maid Café all around the world. Canada 
was the first country that imports the 
idea. After that, in China, South Korea, 
Taiwan, Czech Republic, United States of 
America, Mexico..and so on.  (Wikipedia, 
2012).

Maids Café arrived to Mexico at 2008. 
Oshimai, located in Monterrey, was the 
first in Mexico and in Latin America. A 
few months later, Flowers Maid Cafe  
and Oishii Jigoku opened in Mexico City. 
In 2009 Maid Café Nivel 10 opened its 
doors, between 2010 and 2011 too many 
Maid Cafe’s were inaugurated around 
the country: Shiroitsuki Cosplay Café in 
Guadalajara, House Maid Café, AnCafé 
Coffe Shop & More and Moe Moe Maid 
Café in Mexico City. Because economic 
and safety reasons, only Flowers Maid 
Café  and House Maid Café are still open 
in Mexico City. 

In order to understand these spaces is 
necessary to mention that one of the 
most important things that operate in 
Maid Café are the 10 rules of Maid Café:

1. Do not touch the maids
2. No asking for a maid’s phone number
3. No asking for maid’s email address
4. Don’t infringe on a maid’s privacy by 
asking what time she gets off work
5. Do not stalk or persistently up a maid
6. Don’t linger outside the cafe waiting 
for her to come in or go out
7. No harming the employees, or neigh-
bors of this cafe
8.- No taking photos of the maids or the 
interior and exterior of the cafe
9. Don’t bring outside food or drink into 
the cafe
10. No smoking on the stairs outside the 
cafe (Levenstein, 2008) 

The analysis of Maid Café turns com-
plicated in this point. . In one hand, we 
must understand that Maid Café, as any 
cultural importation, is amending (“hy-
bridize” in García Canclini language) ac-
cording to the culture of the new country. 
In this way, it’s important to consider the 
Japanese origins and the culture of the 
importing country. 

Theoretical proposal.

On December 17, 2011 a Maid Café fan 
wrote an interesting comment about 
these type of space:

Maid Café is a concept a little more com-
plex than waitresses dressed like a maid. I 
supposed the attention is more kind,  the 
girls dance and play with the customers 
with the purpose to keep them enter-
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taining and to generate an atmosphere 
of camaraderie and happiness, so  that 
makes a unique experience. Great food 
is a plus who complements the wonder-
ful experience. (López, R., December 17,  
2011 [own translation])

It seems like this Maid Café fan actually 
understood the meaning of these kind of 
space. In other way, Wikipedia defines 
Maid Café as a “subcategory of cosplay 
restaurants found predominantly in 
Japan. In those cafés, waitresses dressed 
with maid costumes act as servants. They 
treat customers as masters (and mistress-
es) in a private home, rather than as café 
patrons (Wikipedia, 2012). “The experi-
ence” which Roy López mentioned like  
speaks , the “as” and “act as” in Wikipe-
dia article talk about the agency of the 
otaku culture and it action between the 
fandom and their daily lives, understood 
the sense of Lukács (1966:57). 

This agency is permeate by fiction, but 
not understood fiction like a slip off, 
an escape or alienation (Barral, 2001; 
Serrano y Trejo, 2010; Murakami, 2008) 
by contrast, “fiction is not unreality,it 
represents the discovery of devices who 
ignores the established relationships 
among sings and images, matter that 
someone mean and others, make look” 
(Rancière, 2005:72 [own translation]).

Maid Café would generate the  space 
where daily relationships are changed 
and bracketed. Instead this space Maid 
Cafe’s are placed a configuration of the 
sensible what is based in play experience. 
Duvignaud refers to this experience as a 

...sudden and momentary outbreak of 

the human established relationships, con-
sensus breaks, cultural patterns handed 
down from generation to generation are 
deleted, not by  any transgression, but 
the self self-discovered, sometimes with 
violence, a fullness or prohibited glut 
of daily life (Duvignaud, 1982:54 [own 
translate])

So, plays is not only a moment of breakup 
or relax. It is an imaginative rupture with 
daily life where the self is left to the free 
play of the faculties... In this line, I show a 
different way to study the otaku phe-
nomenon in general and the Maid Café in 
particular. This investigation considers the 
Maid Café as a ludic, politic and aesthetic 
space. 

Maid Café as a consensus space. 

...party, artistic creation, wandering 
imagination, obsessions, dreams, “divaga-
tions”, and vagrant idleness would be, in 
the middle of insurmountable constraints 
we are under, the means for evoking the 
possible configurations that no longer 
accurately reflects the structure of things 
established. Anticipation of the present 
on the not-yet-lived, experience that 
open the perception to an indefinitely 
experience. Play experience (Duvignaud, 
1982:154)

The play space, by definition, is a space 
that breaks with the structures “of the 
established things” and imposing their 
own rules and limits. Generates a specific 
experience (play experience) and oppose 
to daily sensibility. So, Maid Café’s gener-
ates this experience with their explicit 
rules (Decalogue, for example) and im-
plicit (looks, laughs, etc...). A space with a 
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specific arrangement of the bodies which 
“seeks nothing” (Duvignaud, 1982:52), 
left to divagation and confronted a reality 
that doesn’t satisfy.

If play have their own structure (Duvig-
naud, 1982:42)... how is this structure?. 
Firstly, we must understand that play is 
not only a “child’s play” where we can 
build worlds on nothing. Instead of that, 
the point is that the play generates a 
certain politic which break up with the 
daily schedules; even though it does not 
have any purpose rather than itself;. 
In the specific case of the Maid Café, 
the schedules are broken by juxtapos-
ing attitudes and rules by fiction of the 
otaku world which produce delusions, 
performances and representations where 
someone can let loose to some very 
specific fantasies (e.g. being a “master”) 
while a distinction is made between the 
“outside”,  “the normal”(the hegemonic 
“other” in anthropological language) and 
the “inside”.

Play activity provides an opportunity for 
customers to conform a “«sense» com-
munity” (Rancière, 2005:54). Basically, 
that means:  to form a consensus. In this 
agreement, they can freely express about 
their likes and opinions without fear to 
the judging eyes or to be designated with 
the name of “weird” or “freak”. This case 
is very interesting because the otaku’s 
adopted the name “friki” (the spanish 
lecture of “freak”) like a signal of their 
own social self. 

Even though  the consensus generated in 
Maid Cafe’s can’t make a proposal to the 
future or provoke any change between 
this group and the others. . Almost, in 

one way, this kind of consensus can 
make a dissent in the level of the sensi-
tive. Maid Cafe’s don’t generates politic 
clashes (in the traditional sense of politic) 
but a pair of aesthetic regimes that can 
be called: “lo normal” (“the normal”) and 
“lo friki” (“the freak”). 

What is the aesthetic (and politic) in Maid 
Café?

If we start with Rancière proposal, aes-
thetics is not  independent of politic be-
cause politic have an aesthetics of politic 
and aesthetics have a politics of aesthet-
ics (Rancière, 2005:51). If we equate art 
in Rancière and play this would be “by it 
self a certain politic, a certain reconfigu-
ration of the division of sensitive (Ran-
cière, 2005:51).
This “sensitive division” is related with 
the difference that established, in a 
explicit way, the “master” and “mistress” 
when they talks about the people passing 
front the Maid Café or when they talk 
about the reasons that led to visit and 
stay in a Maid Café. 

Then, the aesthetic in Maid Café’s would 
be understanding in two ways: First, the 
aesthetic as a imaginative experience, in 
Kant sense (2007:39), a certain free-
dom established by play  regime which 
produce an aesthetic taste. Second, this 
aesthetic taste provokes a consensus 
where a political clash occurs; yes, this is 
momentary but  finally a clash. Rancière 
said “politic is not made of power rela-
tions but world relations”. In that sense, 
we can talk that in Maid Café the sensi-
tive world of “lo normal” and “lo friki” 
are confronted by a “self-exclusion” logic 
which gives form to their own social self, 
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the otaku. 

Last but not least, self-exclusion as source 
of play and dissent

We can say: play is source of dissent or 
dissent is source of play in either case, 
the force of the commentary is in the 
possibility to think “play experience” as 
a creator of other possible worlds and a 
generator of a certain politic experience. 
Although, this proposal is not new, we 
can found in carnival studies (i.e. Bartra 
2011). In those studies carnival is seen las 
a twist of reality which make a critic to 
the political system. 

The theme of self-exclusion is not new, 
in some sense, it is the way of many of 
the “cultural expressions of the young 
people”, “counter-culture”, “subculture”, 
“young cultures” studies... in these cases 
we have a group that is reflected in itself 
and say “we are different” to the hegem-
onic culture (generally think like an “adult 
culture”). 

Then, self-exclusion subjectivizes their 
own social self, the otaku social self and 
puts fantasies and dreams in a politi-
cal arena. These dreams make possible 
the creation of consensus in certain 
spaces (from virtual communities to Maid 
Café’s). 

In conclusion (?)

Maid Café (and many of the “young 
cultures”) can be thinking through the 
dissent in the way of this work: like an 
aesthetic generator of a politic space-
time supported in ludic experience. 

Probably those  these politic options, in 
the traditional way of politic, are no more 
than placebo... and is true. Their contents 
have nothing politic, their proposal don’t 
exceed a certain space-time and as Bartra 
said: “...carnivalizing is the best way to re-
sist, to take distance between system and 
their inertia, returning power to the peo-
ple. But then we have to construct, and 
there carnival isn’t works as a paradigm” 
(Bartra, 2011:226 [own translate])

This type of play experience provides 
a sketch of a certain consensus with 
forward-looking. In their “seeks nothing” 
plays only function to itself but explicit 
the possibility to make other worlds. This 
type of cultural-politic-aesthetic-ludic 
experience foregrounds our capacity of 
imagination and dissent from the regime 
(Rancière policy) of daily life. 
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Worldly known as “The God 
of manga”, Tezuka Osamu 
(1928 - 1989) is one of the 

most famous Japanese comic books 
drawers from all the time. Readers from 
Japan and abroad have been reviewed 
his works since the apparition of Shin 
Takarajima (“The new Treasure Island”) 
in 1947. In English speaking world, the 
books of the American manga critic 
Frederik L. Schodt (1983 & 1996) was 
one of the stronger efforts to publicize 
and popularize Tezuka’s work. But one 
of the aspects of Tezuka’s works that has 
been denied over the time is the fact that 
Tezuka was the pioneer in the sexualiza-
tion of girls portrayed in Japanese manga. 
The purpose of this paper is to revise 
some of the aesthetical and semiotic 
elements that Tezuka Osamu used for 
portraying in a sexual way the image of 
the female characters that appeared in 
his works. The main interest of this paper 

TEZUKA OSAMU
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is to document, textually and visually, the 
existence of sexual contents in Tezuka’s 
works, this is because, as has been 
mentioned above, the academic papers 
about manga published in the United 
States of America have avoid to point out 
the Tezuka’s sexual imagery, especially in 
those manga produced through the 1960 
decade. (Schodt 1983 & 1996, Kinsella 
2000, Gravett 2004)

“Sexualization” is a term that has been 
used in Social Sciences for indicate the 
ways in which sex has become more vis-
ible particularly in media. These include 
the promotion of sexual values, prac-
tices and identities, specifically between 
groups that traditionally are not related 
to sex, for example, the children. (At-
twood 2006 & 2009, Hawkes & Egan 
2008, Egan & Hawkes 2009) Sexualization 
and its processes developed in media 
have been studied by several academic 
researchers around the world, focus-
ing primarily on children’s development 
affectations. (APA, 2007) However, other 
researchers have warned about the 
existence of a “moral panic” or a “moral 
hysteria” produced by the sexualiza-
tion of children in media and the public 
recognition of the pedophilia. (Kincaid 
1998, Sonenschein 1998 & 1998a) From 
this perspective, all the sexual represen-
tations of children are condemned by the 
public opinion, which is evidence of the 
idealization of the children. The public 

opinion forgets that the children are not 
asexual; they have a sexual nature by 
themselves. (Egan & Hawkes 2009)

In several academic papers, foreigner 
researchers have addressed the sexuali-
zation of female and children portrayed 
in Japanese media, especially in manga, 
but those papers have avoided discussing 
the aesthetical and semiotic characteris-
tics of the Japanese visual tradition from 
an historical perspective. (Allison 1993 & 
1996, Kinsella 1995, 1998, 2000 & 2002, 
Cooper-chen 2001, McLelland 2006) 
This aspect is very important because, 
as Schodt (1983) and Downs (1990) have 
pointed out, there are several legal and 
cultural differences between the sexual 
representation in Japanese media and in 
other countries’.

In first place, is necessary to understand 
that the Japanese law, before the sanc-
tion of the Act on Punishment of Activi-
ties Relating to Child Prostitution and 
Child Pornography, and the Protection 
of Children (1999), didn’t ban the sexual 
depiction of children in any way. That 
means that anybody in Japan could pro-
duce sexual representations of children, 
explicit or not, involving real children 
or not, for commercial or private use, 
without any penalty from the authorities. 
Although the Japanese Penal Code pro-
hibits, on its Article 175, the exposition 
and the public distribution of “obscenity 

1 Licentiate in Latin-American Letters by the Autonomous University of Mexico 
State. Graduated from the Master in Asia-African Studies, Specialty Japan, by The 
College of Mexico. Founder of the Japanese Language and Culture Workshop of 
the Autonomous University of Mexico State. Founder member of the Association 
of Japanese Language of Mexico State: http://www.facebook.com/JAPTRAD E-mail 
contact: torukajin@hotmail.com
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material”, the enforcement of these laws 
historically has been to ban the depiction 
of public hair and adult genitalia2.  That 
means that children’s genitals may be 
shown, a clause that, before the year of 
1999, made the child pornography “legal” 
in Japan. (Bornoff 1991, Allison 1996, 
Schodt 1996)

In a second place, also, is necessary to 
realize that most of the depictions of girls 
and child-girls in Japanese visual media 
are associated with the shoujo figure 
which appeared in the Japanese visual 
tradition at the end of the XIX century. 
The word shoujo literally means “girl”, 
but this term could be use for addressing 
young women too. That implies that the 
girls that are sexually depicted in Japa-
nese visual media could or could not be 
minors, and some of them could actually 
have the majority of age in Japan. (Whit-
tier Treat 1993, Kinsella 1995, Ogi 2001)

Although the word shoujo was popular-
ized in the Meiji period (c. 1900), there 
was until de decade of 1920, thanks to 
the birth of the shoujo bunka move-
ment, when a large number of visual 
representations of girls and child-girls 
began to appear in several publications 
for mass distribution. Those publications 
worked as specialized tools that led the 
girls’ lives, in both cultural and educative 
levels, through traditional values consid-
ered “primary” for them, according to 
the political and educative authorities 
from the mid and late Meiji (1880-1910). 
Those expectations for the girls’ lives 
were synthesized in one phrase: the 
girl must become “a good wife and an 
intelligent mother” (ryōsai kenbo). (Rojas 
Martínez 2001)

According to the American manga critic 
Frederik L. Schodt (1983) Tezuka Osamu 
was the real creator of the shoujo manga 

2 “Japanese obscenity laws dictate that bodies, in order to be publicly displayed, 
must be arranged or altered in such way that the pubis and genitalia are hidden. 
[...] Until 1991, the [Japanese] authorities monitoring obscenity had been rigid 
about certain conventions defining it. There were basically the realistic depiction 
of pubic hair and genitalia. The law itself is far vaguer on its definition of obscenity: 
that which produces a sense of shame in a ‘normal’ Japanese person who encoun-
ters, in public, an image or text whose primary intention or effect is to stimulate 
sexual desire. Legislators had adopted for years the public representation of pubic 
hair and genitalia as its standard for interpreting the law’s notion of the obscene. 
On what basis this selection was made, however, and whether it was targeted at 
the pubis itself as the most real part of the sexual body or at a particular realis-
tic representation of it was never clearly explicated... Although the law permits 
scenes of child sex in mass media, it has forbidden the explicit representation of 
genitalia. What results is sex acts involving undeveloped -both literally (by making 
the characters prepubescent) and figuratively (by keeping the image graphically 
simple)- genitalia.” Allison, Anne. “Public Veilings and Public Surveillance: Ob-
scenity Laws and Obscene Fantasies in Japan”. Permitted and Prohibited Desires: 
Mothers, Comics, and Censorship in Japan, University of California Press, 2000. pp. 
147-151.
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genre because, thanks to his graphic and 
narrative innovations, other manga art-
ists were influenced by his works. As the 
first Japanese cartoonist that fictionalized 
for girls readers, Tezuka popularized a 
number of stylistic elements that persist 
in shoujo manga comics until this days: a 
love story plot, foreign locations, hero-
ines with big eyes, pencil-thin eyebrows, 
long, full eyelashes, long and thin arms 
and legs, petite noses, mouths, breasts 
and hips. However, the conformation of 
the nowadays’ shoujo iconographic are 
more related to the work of the women 
artists grouped in the 24-nen gumi that 
with Tezuka’s work. (Rojas Martínez 2001, 
Gravett 2004)

After the Second World War, and the 
defeat of the Japanese Empire by the 
Allies’ forces, the traditional shoujo figure 
depicted in media started to change. In 
this way, Tezuka Osamu caused a renewal 
in the shoujo’s concept thanks to his 
female manga characters: from Mitchi, 
the robot-girl who appeared in the 
sci-fi story Metoroporisu (“Metropolis”, 
1949), through Princess Saphire, the an-
drogynous protagonist of Ribon no kishi 
(“Princess Knight”, 1953), to the bug-girl 
from Konchuu shoujo no hourouki (“The 
travels of an insect girl”, 1955), Tezuka’s 
girls’ representations were far away from 
the “good wife and an intelligent mother” 
stereotype. (Rojas Martínez 2001)

For Japanese manga critics, in Osamu 
Tezuka’s works there are several sexual 
references that, despite being neither 
graphic nor explicit, caused adverse 
reactions in the postwar era readers. 
[Fig.1] According to the manga critic Gou 
Itou, Tezuka’s characters have certain 

eroticism. (Takekuma 2003) For the social 
anthropologist Otsuka Eiji (2004), Te-
zuka’s drawings show an “eroticism that 
lacks meat” (niku wo kaita erotishizumu). 
For the manga critic Yonezawa Yoshihiro 
(2010), Tezuka’s works have several visual 
representations that introduced children 
to the eroticism’s world. For the psychia-
trist Tamaki Saito (2004), the female char-
acters created by Tezuka have a “sexual 
charm”, as well as Tezuka’s stories cover 
topics that are not suitable for children 
such as pedophilia, homosexuality, trans-
vestism and fetishism. And finally, for 
Nagayama Kaoru (2006), Tezuka’s works 
are an “enormous knot” in the apparition 
of contemporary Japanese sexual comic 
books.

In this way, Tezuka is frequently identi-
fied as the pioneer in the sexualization 
of children’s manga books, but in my 
opinion, most of Tezuka’s sexual themes 
and erotic graphic representations were 
not publicized in children’s comic book 
magazines. For example, most of Te-
zuka’s female body’s sexual representa-
tions were published in COM magazine 
(1967-1973) targeted to young and adult 
readers. [Fig. 1, 2 & 3] In second place, 
most of Tezuka’s erotic representations, 
especially female naked body depictions, 
were not sexually explicit as nowadays’ 
adult manga contents. And, in third place, 
with the exception of Uran from Tetsu-
wan Atomu (“Astro Boy” 1951), Merumo 
from Fushigina Merumo (“Marvelous 
Melmo”, 1970) or Pinoko from Burakku 
Jakku (“Black Jack”, 1973) most of the 
“girls” depicted in Tezuka’s works are not 
precisely “child-girls”, even if they look 
like children; they are only female char-
acters that follow the aesthetics of the 
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shoujo figure. [Fig. 1, 2 & 3]

Considering this, we may ask if, actu-
ally, Tezuka Osamu was the first manga 
drawer that sexually represented the 
child-girl figure. To answer this, it’s neces-
sary to understand that, although, since 
the middle decade of 1960, some female 
shoujo manga drawers started to use 
“women” instead “girls” as characters in 
their stories3,  and the theme of “love” 
(ren’ai) started to be supplied by the 
theme of “desire” (yokubou) in manga’s 
plots, there was until the middle decade 
of 1970 when the carnal love started 
to appear graphically depicted in girls’ 
manga magazines. (Yonezawa, 2007) This 
process was boosted thanks to the shoujo 
manga readers’ age increment: girls that, 
in the decade of 1940, had between ten 
and twenty years old; in the decade of 
1970, reached until forty years old. (Rojas 

Martínez 2001)

In this way, the process of sexualization 
of shoujo manga found two theoretical 
aspects: 1) the girls’ comics drawn by 
women that represented female char-
acters according the aesthetical charac-
teristics of the shoujo figure, and 2) the 
Tezuka’s comics that represented women 
without carnality according the aestheti-
cal characteristics of the shoujo figure. 
This situation created a very complex 
panorama about which there are differ-
ent academic opinions. There is consen-
sus about that the carnal love’s stories 
that appeared in the shoujo manga from 
the decade of 1960 were the thematic 
and stylistic antecedent of the rediisu 
komikku (ladies comics) that appeared in 
the middle of the decade of 19804.  Also, 
there is consensus about that the graphic 
depiction of the carnal love in the shoujo 

3 “In the 1960s, Mizuno Hideko began representing ‘women’, not shoujo in a tra-
ditional sense, in the world of shoujo manga. What made her characters ‘women’ 
rather than ‘children’ was the theme of heterosexual love.” Ogi Fusami. “Gender 
Insubordination in Japanese Comics (Manga) for Girls”. Illustrating Asia: Comics, 
Humor Magazines and Picture Books, University of Hawaii, 2001. p. 171.

4 In Manga! Manga! The World of Japanese Comics (1983), Frederik L. Schodt 
explains how it was the shoujo manga’s evolution toward rediisu komikku: “Fifteen 
years ago kissing scenes were regarded as radical in girls’ comics, but today abor-
tion, illegitimate birth, incest, and homosexuality have all been depicted. Nudity 
and scenes of lovers in bed are commonplace, even in magazines where the target 
reader is between eleven and thirteen. [...] In 1980 and 1981 monthly comic 
magazines specifically targeted at adult women were finally published. In these 
magazines women artists are able to experiment with more adult themes and art 
styles... But as of the time this book was being written, the Japanese had not yet 
coined a word to describe comics for adult women. They are still called ‘girls’ com-
ics.’” (Schodt 1983: 101-102) This situation changed in the middle of the decade 
of 1980, when the comic book editorials created the term rediisu komikku (ladies 
comics) for designate the comic books targeted to adult women. (Rojas Martínez 
2001:74-75, Gravett 2004:116-123, Kinsella 1995:37)
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manga published in the decade of 1970 
was not explicit. And finally, there is con-
sensus about that the female and male 
manga drawers that sexually represented 
the shoujo figure in their works rein-
forced the stereotypical image, without 
introducing any significant change5. 

However, none of the academic publica-
tions that were consulted for this paper 
could clarified which was the relation 
between the first sexual representations 
of the shoujo figure drawn by Tezuka Osa-
mu and the appearance of posthumous 
sexual representations of the shoujo 
figure drawn by others authors. There is 
no data that shows when, in which year, 
in which magazine or in which manga 
genre appeared the first representations 
that sexually depicted the shoujo figure. 
(Schodt 1983, Kinsella 1995, Rojas Mar-
tínez 2001, Gravett 2004)

The main problem in the study of the 
Japanese comic books’ sexual represen-
tations is that, most of the academic 
researchers avoid the gekiga, a Japanese 
editorial genre that appeared in the end 
of the decade of 1950, (Shimizu 2001, 

5 “With more and more women taking over editing functions at publishers, girls’ 
comics have truly become a medium created by women for women. Still, girls’ 
comics do not always reflect a higher feminist consciousness.” (Schodt 1983:97) 
“Women also absorbed representations of conventional gender roles through the 
various media, of course, and they developed a strong sense of identity within the 
patriarchal framework. [...] To write for girls at their own levels, women writers 
adopted a strategy of self-representation, at the same time they reinforced prior 
images of shōjo. Although they wrote about female individuals and tried to offer 
their various feelings of love as a common theme of women, unless they destabi-
lized the naturalized heterosexual gender roles, they would, after all, only impose 
traditional restraints of feminity upon themselves. Women could enjoy such gen-
der images only if they agreed with their supposed position as an object of male 
desire.” (Ogi 2001:173 & 178).

Gravett 2004) as well as the ero gekiga, 
the first Japanese sexual comic books 
targeted to adults published through the 
decade of 1970. (Yonezawa 2010) This 
genre of Japanese manga is extremely 
important because the gekiga and ero 
gekiga drawers explored the carnality of 
the female corporeality, the same carnal-
ity that Tezuka Osamu refuse to incorpo-
rate in his works. (Otsuka 2004, Yonezawa 
2010) [Fig. 3]
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Fig. 1 Partial female body expositions depicted in Tezuka Osamu’s Hi no tori: 
reimei-hen (1967) On the top left image, Gusuri, a foreign Medical Doctor, aus-
cultates Hinaku, the young woman who is sick in the bed, meanwhile the tribe’s 
shamans look with some mistrust and anger. In the down image, Hinaku, some 
years later and turned into mother, is trapped with her sons in a cave. In this im-
age she looks melancholy toward the stars in the sky through a hole in the cave’s 
rooftop. Hinaku is naked from the waist upwards because she and her sons live like 
in the cavern’s ages. To the right, Queen Himiko exposes her sick breast meanwhile 
she tries to rise from bed. Those images are not sexually explicit and don’t have 
any sexual intentionality, that means that they are only visual references in the 
manga’s plot. All this images were first publicized in the comic book magazine COM.
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Fig. 2 Female nude representations depicted in Tezuka Osamu’s Hi no tori: mirai-
hen (1967). In the right image, Tamami, the muupiii, an indeterminate form of 
extraterrestrial life, turns herself into a young woman. To the left, a robot built in 
the image and likeness of Tamami, waits in its energy cell for its activation. Both 
illustrations physiologically represent the human female body, but present a series 
of anthropomorphic traits that identify her: shoulders and slender torsos, long 
slender limbs, small, flat breasts, waists small, little prominent hips, round heads, 
large eyes, eyelashes nourished, faded eyebrows, mouths and lips tiny, sharp 
noses. The use of these codes to visually represent the woman in the manga may 
be due to the appearance of Rika-chan, in 1966, the first Japanese Barbie doll. Im-
ages published for the first time in COM magazine. 
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Fig. 3 Buchi (14 years old) naked in front Akanemaru trying to suduce him. Hi no 
tori: houou-hen (1969). In this story, Tezuka Osamu graphically represents Buchi as 
“a body of flesh and bone” (namami no shintai). This drastic change in the codes of 
representation of the female body in Tezuka’s work is due to the incorporation of 
stylistic elements from the gekiga, stories in which, according to researcher Otsuka 
Ōtsuka, there was a strong tendency to imitate the anatomical characteristics of 
women’s bodies of flesh and blood at the time to represent them graphically. Cfr. 
Ōtsuka Eiji. “Kigō toshite no sei” (“The sex as sign”) in Otaku no seishin shi: 1980 
nendai ron (“The psychological history of otaku: treatise about the decade of 
1980”), Kodansha, 2004:49. Images published in COM magazine.
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